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I present new methods and studies that aim to improve eyes-free data entry for blind mobile
device users. Currently, mobile devices are generally accessible to blind people, but text entry is
almost prohibitively slow. Studies show that blind people enter text on an iPhone at a rate of just
4 words per minute.

I describe Perkinput, a chording text entry method where users touch the screen with one to three
fingers at a time in patterns based on Braille. Instead of soft keys, Perkinput uses concepts from
signal detection theory to determine the user's input. Based on Perkinput, I developed
PassChords, a touchscreen authentication method that has no audio feedback. Unlike current
eyes-free input methods, PassChords doesn't echo a user's input, so it won't broadcast the user's
iii

password for others to hear. Finally, I will discuss another modality for eyes-free input: speech. I
conducted a survey and a study to determine the patterns and challenges of the use of speech
input for composing paragraphs on mobile devices. I conclude by presenting SpeakNSwipe, an
eyes-free speech input method that facilitates correction of speech recognition errors.
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Chapter 1.
Introduction
1.1.

Motivation

Mobile computing devices are ubiquitous. Over the last decade, cell phones, smartphones,
tablets, and other mobile devices have become an essential part of a connected and productive
life. The Pew Research Center reports that in January 2014, 90 percent of American adults
owned a cell phone and 58 percent owned a smartphone [76]. Interestingly, 42 percent of
American adults owned a tablet computer, a newer mobile device than a smartphone [76].
Globally, more people have a smartphone than a personal computer [34]. People use their mobile
devices for personal and professional communication, browsing the Internet, getting directions,
and a variety of other purposes. The most popular mobile platforms today are Google’s Android
and Apple’s iOS [34]. As new and more powerful mobile devices emerge in the marketplace,
people will spend more time performing a wider array of tasks on their various mobile devices.
Mobile devices have immense impact on the lives of people with disabilities in particular. For
example, mobile devices enable blind people to access a wealth of visual information in their
environment. A low-vision person stands on a street corner and wants to read the nearby street
sign to determine where she is. She sees the sign but cannot read the text on it, so she takes a
photo of the sign with her smartphone camera and magnifies the image on the screen. She is then
able to read the text of the sign. Mobile devices have already become essential accessibility
tools. Blind people benefit from standard applications such to access their email, calendars, and
public transit information. Moreover, there are many “accessibility” applications that give blind
1

people information about their environment, including the VizWiz question-answering
application [16], LookTel’s Money Reader application [59], and Sendero’s LookAround GPSbased application [84]. As sensor technology and computer vision continue to improve, many
more accessibility applications will emerge.
In order for blind people to benefit from mobile device applications, the mobile devices
themselves must be usable. People must be able to input information into and perceive output
from the device efficiently and accurately. Currently, both Apple and Google devices have builtin screen readers that make them generally accessible to blind people. Apple released VoiceOver
, the first commercial touchscreen screen reader, in 2009 [2]. VoiceOver has since become the de
facto standard in eyes-free touchscreen interaction. It allows users to explore the screen in a
“risk-free” manner [47]. As the user touches interface elements on the screen, VoiceOver speaks
the elements’ labels. To select an element, the user performs a second gesture, like a double tap.
Google’s screen reader TalkBack [36] enables a similar interaction.
Blind people can use smartphones with VoiceOver and TalkBack to some degree, but their
experience is far from equal to that of sighted people. In particular, entering text with a screen
reader is almost prohibitively slow. Researchers found that the text entry rate with a VoiceOverlike keyboard was 0.66 words per minute in one study [17] and 2.11 WPM in another [71]1. In
contrast, studies showed that sighted people entered text at a rate of over 20 WPM in one study
[23] and over 30 WPM in another [12]. Some blind people prefer to use external hardware

1

It is unclear why there is such a large discrepancy between the results of these two studies. Perhaps it is due to participants’
varying levels of experience with touchscreens and technology in general.
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keyboards like a small QWERTY keyboard [26] or a keyboard on a Braille device [18]. There are
advantages to entering text directly on the device, however. People would not need to purchase,
carry, or reach for an extra device. Text entry is a fundamental task in human-computer
interaction, so it is critical for blind people to be able to enter text efficiently and accurately to
use a device effectively.
In addition to being extremely slow, entering text with VoiceOver poses privacy and security
concerns. First, VoiceOver raises the threat of eavesdropping on users’ passwords. As the user
enters a password, VoiceOver speaks the key labels aloud, allowing bystanders to hear a user’s
password. This threat is particularly relevant for mobile devices that tend to be used on-the-go
and in public. Second, because VoiceOver text entry is so slow, users are likely to create short,
easy-to-enter passwords or forgo optional passwords altogether. For example, it is likely that
blind users will not use the optional passcode lock that protects a phone from unauthorized user
access. It is thus also important for blind users to have secure and usable authentication methods
to enable equal access in terms of privacy and security.
In this dissertation, I describe new eyes-free input methods on mobile devices that aim to narrow
the usability gap between blind and sighted people. I explore input using onscreen gestures and
speech. Both modalities have distinct advantages: speech in itself is more natural and faster than
any commonly used keyboard technique, while gestures are more private and, given the state of
the art in speech recognition engines, more accurate, especially in noisy environments. Speaking
can also be inappropriate in certain social situations, such as during a meeting or lecture. In
general, providing multiple methods for text entry is important because users will have varying
preferences and abilities.
3

The work in this dissertation aims to support the following thesis statement:
Gesture-based input methods that use simple multi-touch taps, and speech-based
input methods that facilitate error detection and correction, can both enable blind
people to enter text more effectively on touchscreens than the de facto standard
methods.
Gesture-based methods are discussed in Chapters 3–5, and speech-based methods are discussed
in chapters 6–7.
1.2.

Contributions

Below I summarize the contributions and key results from each chapter. The contributions
include four inventions: Perkinput, PassChords, DigiTaps, and SpeakNSwipe; and six major
studies: one study to evaluate each invention, a study that explores security and privacy issues
related to mobile access technology, and a study that explores the use of speech input by blind
people on mobile devices. When discussing the work, I use the first-person plural voice (“we”)
since all of these projects were conducted with the help and support of collaborators.
Chapter 3. We contribute a new multi-touch technique for eyes-free input called Input Finger
Detection (IFD), and a text entry method based on IFD called Perkinput. In IFD, a user inputs a
signal into a touchscreen by touching the screen with several fingers, where each finger
represents one bit, either touching the screen or not. There are no soft keys in IFD. Instead, the
user sets reference points anywhere on the screen to indicate approximate finger positions and
continues to tap the screen in roughly the same locations. The system detects which fingers touch
the screen in subsequent touches using the recent reference points and maximum likelihood and
tracking algorithms.
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The Perkinput text entry method allows users to enter letters using multi-touch taps in patterns
based on the 6-bit Braille character encoding. We evaluated Perkinput with a longitudinal study
with eight blind people, comparing Perkinput to VoiceOver. Study results show that Perkinput
was significantly faster and more accurate, and had a higher learning rate than VoiceOver.
Average entry rates during the last session were 7.26 WPM (SD = 2.64) with one-handed
Perkinput and 4.52 WPM (SD = 1.51) with VoiceOver. Uncorrected error rates were low,
averaging 2.13% (SD = 4.01) and 4.45% (SD = 5.73), respectively.
This work was originally published in [11].
Chapter 4. We present two contributions: (1) a study of security risks for blind mobile device
users, and (2) PassChords, a new authentication technique for touch screens that is accessible,
fast, and robust to aural eavesdropping. We interviewed 13 blind smartphone users to discover
their attitudes towards and specific behavior patterns affecting security risks. We found that most
participants were not concerned with security issues, and none used optional authentication
mechanisms to protect their information.
Following our interview study, we sought to improve mobile device security. We describe a new
accessible and secure authentication method called PassChords. PassChords are based on IFD
and consist of several multi-point touches, defined by the set of fingers touching the screen.
PassChords have no audio feedback, so they are robust to aural eavesdropping. In a study with
16 blind people, we found that PassChord entry was nearly three times as fast as entry of
accessible personal identification numbers (PINs) and had about the same authentication failure
rate.

5

The work presented in Chapter 4 was originally published in [9].
Chapter 5. We contribute the design and evaluation of DigiTaps, a novel method for nonvisual
number input that uses natural prefix-free codes.
To enter a number with DigiTaps, a user taps or swipes the screen with one or more fingers (e.g.,
a two-finger tap, a one-finger swipe). The DigiTaps gestures “feel” different, so people can
discern whether they touched the screen with one finger or two. A user performs one to three
gestures to enter a digit, according to a code that is derived from the semantics of the digits.
We evaluated DigiTaps as an eyes-free, minimal-audio input method in a longitudinal study with
16 people (six blind, ten sighted). Participants entered sets of digits with and without audio
feedback. We found that removing audio feedback produced significantly higher entry rates, but
also higher error rates. Participants entered digits at a mean rate of 0.87 characters per second
(CPS) (SD = 0.32) with no audio feedback, and a mean uncorrected error rate of 5.6% (SD =
14.8). This was much faster than VoiceOver, as we found in prior work (Chapter 4) that
participants entered four-digit PINs in 7.5 seconds (about 0.53 CPS).
The DigiTaps code was first presented by Ruamviboonsuk et al. [79] and then it was expanded
and evaluated by Azenkot et al. [7].
Chapter 6. Our main contribution in this chapter is findings from a survey and a study that
explore the patterns and challenges of the user of speech input by blind people on mobile
devices. We conducted a survey with 169 people (105 sighted and 65 blind and low-vision) to
learn how often people use speech input, what they use it for, and how much they like it. We
then conducted a laboratory study with 8 blind people to observe how blind people used speech
6

to compose paragraphs. We wanted to discover what techniques people used to review and edit
the speech recognizer’s output and how effective these techniques were. This work aims to
establish a foundation for improving eyes-free speech input systems.
In our survey, we found that blind people used speech for input more frequently and for longer
messages than sighted people. Blind people were also more satisfied with speech than sighted
people, probably because the comparative advantage of speech to keyboard input was far greater
for them than for sighted people. Our laboratory study showed that speech was nearly five times
as fast as the on-screen keyboard, but editing recognition errors was frustrating. Participants
spent an average of 80.3% of their time reviewing and editing their text. Most edits were
performed using the BACKSPACE key and reentering characters with the keyboard. Six out of eight
participants in the study preferred speech to keyboard entry.
This work was originally published in [8].
Chapter 7. We contribute SpeakNSwipe, an eyes-free dictation system that facilitates error
correction and requires only five sensors and a microphone for input.
In this chapter we propose eyes-free dictation (EFD), methods of entering and editing text on a
variety of computing devices without visual feedback. EFD would largely expand the range of
tasks we can perform with a device, since it would allow for entering text of any length.
Surprisingly, there are no eyes-free dictation techniques in the human-computer interaction
literature; people instead have focused on voice commands or speech recognition systems that
require visual feedback for editing.

7

We present SpeakNSwipe, an eyes-free dictation system that leverages a commercial speech
recognizer’s output of alternative recognition results. SpeakNSwipe allows the user to speak,
review, and edit text input in an eyes-free interface with a small set of simple gestures that can be
performed with just five sensors (e.g., buttons, gestures on a touch screen) and a microphone. We
evaluated SpeakNSwipe in a study with nine sighted people along with two control methods. We
found that participants found SpeakNSwipe to be less frustrating and more satisfying that both of
the other methods.
Work on SpeakNSwipe has not yet been published.
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Chapter 2.
Related Work
At the time the work in this dissertation was conducted, from 2009 to 2014, mobile devices
commonly had multi-touch screens with only a few physical keys. So our work extends prior
work on touchscreen interaction and accessibility. In this section, I present work on eyes-free
touchscreen interaction in general, eyes-free touchscreen text entry methods using onscreen
gestures and speech, and also eyes-free authentication methods.
2.1.

Eyes-free Interaction on Touchscreens

Touchscreens technology was available in some form since at least the mid 1960’s [14] and by
the 1990’s, touchscreens became more common in public kiosks and even some early PDA’s
[21]. Touchscreen interaction has mainly involved soft keys [66], fixed regions on the screen that
can be activated with a touch, simulating hardware buttons. Unlike hardware keys, however, soft
keys don’t provide tactile feedback, making standard touchscreens inaccessible to blind people.
Researchers have been concerned with the inaccessibility of touchscreens for a couple of decades
[22,35]. Early work on touchscreen accessibility proposed making touchscreens accessible by
adding speech output and a small number of hardware buttons [55,95]. In Vanderheiden’s
Talking Fingertip Technique [95], users explored the screen of a public kiosk by touching it, as
the system spoke descriptions of the items being touched. To activate an item, the user pressed a
hardware button. The Talking Tactile Tablet [54], proposed in 2003, used touch input with a
custom overlay and speech output.

9

In 2008, Kane et al. presented the seminal Slide Rule [47], a set of interaction techniques that
made multi-touch screens accessible with no additional hardware keys or overlays. Several
techniques from Slide Rule were then adapted by Apple in the VoiceOver screen reader. While
Slide Rule provided a special interface that was optimized for nonvisual use, VoiceOver
incorporate ideas from Slide Rule that would enable access to the iPhone’s visual interface. The
approach of our work is similar to that of Slide Rule: we focus on input methods that are
optimized for nonvisual use and require no extra hardware. Kane et al. later presented a study
exploring blind user’s preference and performance in making onscreen gestures [49].
Researchers have proposed nonvisual interaction techniques that were not specifically targeted at
blind users as well. Instead, these techniques aim to make mobile devices usable in situations
where it may be inconvenient or not possible for people to look at the screen, like while walking.
Such approaches include earPods by Zhao et al. [106] and BlindSight by Lee and Baudisch [56].
These systems require hardware modifications to mainstream devices, however, so they differ
from our work. The interest in nonvisual access for sighted people highlights the potential use of
our work by sighted users as well as blind users.
2.2.

Eyes-free Text Entry Using Onscreen Gestures

The need for efficient eyes-free text entry is highlighted by the extensive number of methods
proposed in the academic literature. Developers have also built commercial applications with
alternate keyboards that are adopted by some blind people. When designing applications,
researchers considered the trade-offs between learnability, speed, and accuracy. Most researchers
evaluated speed and accuracy empirically in laboratory studies, but their study design methods
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and the characteristics of their participants differed greatly, so it is difficult to compare
performance results among methods.
We divide existing input methods into two categories: tap-based and stroke-based methods.
Perkinput and DigiTaps are motivated by the prevalence of soft keys in tap-based techniques,
that have no tactile delineations and are not optimal for nonvisual interaction. Meanwhile,
techniques that use simple strokes often require multiple strokes to enter each character. As
explained in Chapters 3 and 5, Perkinput and DigiTaps use novel entry paradigms where a user
performs multi-touch taps anywhere on the screen with no anchored targets. Our work also
includes rigorous longitudinal studies to evaluate our Perkinput and DigiTaps, while most of the
related methods lack such studies.
2.2.1. Tap-based Input Methods
The de-facto standard nonvisual text entry method is the Standard Typing mode with VoiceOver,
which involves taps on a QWERTY keyboard. Keys can be selected with a split-tap or a doubletap, or an alternate technique called Touch Typing [108]. To enter text in the Touch Typing
mode, a user selects a key by simply lifting her finger from the screen. Studies show that doubletap and split-tap text entry with VoiceOver is almost prohibitively slow; Bonner et al. [17] found
that the mean text entry rate on an iPhone with VoiceOver was only 0.66 words per minute
(WPM) and Oliveira et al. [71,72] report a mean speed of 2.1 WPM. To our knowledge, there are
no studies that evaluate the speed and accuracy of Touch Typing, but anecdotal evidence
suggests that it is, at best, marginally faster than Standard Typing mode.
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One approach that researchers have taken to improve text entry efficiency is to enlarge the size
of the keys. Sanchez and Aguayo [81] presented a text entry method in 2006 that emulated multitap with nine soft keys. They explain that blind users can find the keys using the phone’s edges
and corners as guides. In 2010, Bonner et al. proposed No-Look Notes [17], where several
triangular keys that meet at the center of the screen represent groups of characters. The user
selects the correct group and is then presented with several keys representing each character from
that group. Unlike Sanchez and Aguayo’s method, No-Look Notes used risk-free exploration as
in VoiceOver. Bonner et al. evaluated No-Look Notes against VoiceOver with blind people, and
found that entry rates were 1.32 words per minute (WPM) and 0.66 WPM, respectively.
Researchers created several text entry methods based on Braille character encodings.
BrailleType, by Oliveira et al. [71], divides the screen into six large keys representing the six
dots in a Braille cell. Users touch the keys corresponding to the dots in the Braille character they
want to enter. Oliveira et al. found that with an entry rate of 1.45 WPM, BrailleType was
significantly slower than VoiceOver, albeit more accurate. The similarly-named TypeInBraille
[63] is another Braille-based entry method that uses three simple gestures to input a character
based on its Braille encoding. There is no evaluation of TypeInBraille.
Frey et al. [32] described BrailleTouch, a text entry method that most resembles Perkinput. The
two methods were developed around the same time. Like Perkinput, BrailleTouch users tap the
screen with fingers corresponding to the dots in Braille characters. However, the six Braille dots
in BrailleTouch are represented by fixed regions on the screen that do not adapt to the user’s
input. An evaluation of BrailleTouch [88] found that expert Braille typists entered text at a rate
of 23.1 WPM with a Total Error Rate of 14.8%. Non-expert Braille typists entered text at a far
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lower rate with significantly higher error. It is important to note that, unlike in the Perkinput and
DigiTaps evaluations, users of BrailleTouch were unable to correct errors. Correcting errors
takes time, so BrailleTouch entry rates would likely be lower in real use, when users corrected
their mistakes.
In addition to research prototypes, people have developed commercial applications that have
alternative tap-based entry methods. Anecdotally, it seems that these applications are adopted to
some degree by blind people. The BrailleTouch application [19] is based on the BrailleTouch
research prototype. MBraille [65] is similar to BrailleTouch and BraillePad [39] is similar to
BrailleType. Fleksy [30] has a QWERTY keyboard with an aggressive language model, so users
hit in the rough vicinity of a key to enter a character and then choose from a set of possible
words to resolve ambiguity. There are no rigorous studies evaluating these approaches.
2.2.2. Stroke-based Input Methods
Before multi-touch screens were standard on mobile devices, several eyes-free text entry
methods were proposed that are based on simple strokes on a screen. In 2005, Yfantidis and
Evreinov [105] presented a method that involved a 3-layered pie menu. Users moved from one
layer to the next by dwelling and selected a character by lifting their finger. Similarly, Google’ s
early Android phones included a text entry method using pie menus in the Eyes-Free Shell [38],
a custom nonvisual interface. The Eyes-Free Shell text entry method. Instead of dwelling to
move to the next level, the pie menu included items that loaded the next layer of the menu. One
advantage of these methods it that they can be used with just one hand, where the user holds the
phone and touches the screen with her thumb. There are no studies with blind people for either
method that evaluate performance.
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Similar to pie menus, Oliveira et al.’s NavTouch [72] uses simple directional strokes. In
NavTouch, users “navigate” through a 2-dimensional arrangement of the alphabet until the
desired letter is selected. In later work, Oliveira et al. evaluate NavTouch against VoiceOver in a
single-session study, finding that NavTouch was slower than VoiceOver, with an entry rate of
just 1.72 WPM, and an error rate of over 10%.
Researchers have also proposed eyes-free text entry methods for sighted people that may be
challenging for blind users. Tinwala and MacKenzie’s eyes-free text entry method [94], based on
the Graffiti alphabet [29]. This method was designed for sighted users who know how to
handwrite characters and can easily learn the Graffiti alphabet. Blind users, especially those who
were blind since birth, do not necessarily know how to hand write characters. There has been
some work on teaching blind people how to perform gestures on touchscreens [70], but it is still
an important open problem. Jain and Balakrishnan [43] designed a text entry method based on
bezel swipes and evaluated its performance with sighted users who split their visual attention
between entering text and reading numbers from another screen. The bezel swipe method has a
high learning curve and it is unknown how well blind users would perform with this method.
2.3.

Eyes-Free Text Entry Using Speech

While there has been a wealth of research on gesture-based text entry methods, there is a paucity
of research on speech-based input methods. To our knowledge, we are the first to study eyes-free
speech input in the human-computer interaction literature. In the space of eyes-free interaction,
speech has mostly been studied as a form of nonvisual output (e.g., [77,89]) rather than
nonvisual input. There has been some work on hands-free dictation, both for people with motor
impairments [83], and for the general population [40,50].
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Prior work on speech input interaction focuses on error correction, the “Achilles Heel of speech
technology” [74]. Desktop dictation systems such as Dragon Naturally Speaking [69], which
gained popularity in the late 1990’s, use speech commands for cursor navigation and error
correction. Users speak commands such as “move left” and “undo” to edit text or reposition the
cursor. Karat et al. [50] found that novice users entered text at a rate of only 13.6 WPM with a
commercial desktop dictation system and 32.5 WPM with a keyboard and mouse. This striking
discrepancy was due to (1) cascades of errors triggered by a user’s correction and (2) spiraldepth, a user’s repeated attempts to speak a word that is not correctly recognized.
Some work has aimed to alleviate the difficulty of error correction through touch or stylus input.
Suhm et al. [90] present a system where users touch the word they want to correct, eliminating
speech-based navigation. Their system also supports small gestures such as striking out a word
as shortcuts. Martin and Welch [62] enable users to correct errors of preliminary results with a
mouse click. These systems make error correction more efficient but have high visual demands
and are not appropriate for blind users.
There is little recent research on speech-based input systems. Voice Typing, introduced by
Kumar et al. in 2012 [52], displays recognized text as the user dictates short phrases. Users can
correct recognition errors with a marking menu. Kumar et al. found that correcting errors with
Voice Typing required less effort than correcting errors with the iPhone’s dictation model.
The iOS and Android dictation systems resemble the literature described above. Dictation on the
iPhone follows an open-loop interaction model, where the recognizer outputs text only after the
user completes the dictation. Android, in contrast, currently has incremental speech recognition,
displaying recognized text as the user speaks. With VoiceOver, iOS dictation seems to be
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accessible to blind people, but it is unclear how incremental recognition affects accessibility on
Android, especially since Android is not as generally accessible as iOS.
2.4.

Eyes-Free Authentication on Mobile Devices

Our work on PassChords (Chapter 4) is motivated by the security and privacy concerns that arise
from existing eyes-free interaction techniques. Related work falls into two categories: security
issues for blind people and mobile authentication techniques for the general population. Our
work is the first, to our knowledge, to focus on security issues for blind mobile device users and
develop and evaluate an accessible touch screen authentication method.
Kane et al. [48] discussed patterns and challenges of mobile device use for people with visual
impairments and briefly mentioned users’ privacy concerns. The authors did not delve into
potential security problems. The study was conducted in 2009, before the iPhone introduced
VoiceOver. Since blind people now use touch screen devices, new security challenges have
arisen.
Some work has been done in the area of accessible security, but, to our knowledge, none has
focused on mobile devices. Kuber and Sharma proposed accessible authentication methods for
desktop computers using a tactile mouse [51]. Several papers discussed the accessibility of
CAPTCHA’s [15,41,86] which are used to verify human users, but do not protect against
unauthorized access. Our work concerns user authentication with accessible and secure password
techniques.
The security community has widely acknowledged the inadequacy of alphanumeric passwords,
and alternative authentication methods have been proposed. Graphical passwords [75] have been
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studied extensively over the past decade, including techniques that require users to select a
sequence of photos that are displayed on the screen [27], to select a sequence of points in
displayed images [96], or to draw a “secret” shape or design on a grid [46,73]. These techniques
are generally inaccessible to blind people.
One potentially accessible technique is TapSongs [102], a rhythm-based authentication method
for devices with a single binary sensor (e.g., button). (TapSongs were later utilized and extended
by Nokia researchers in their RhythmLink system; they named such rhythm-based passwords
“tapwords” [57].) A difference between TapSongs and PassChords is that the duration of a
TapSong was about 6-8 seconds, while PassChords tended to be less than 4 seconds long. Also,
since it is not clear what the entropy of TapSongs is, it is difficult to evaluate their security
strength, although the Nokia researchers made some attempt to do so.
Biometric authentication offers another potentially accessible alternative to graphical or
alphanumeric passwords [104]. Robust biometric techniques (e.g., iris scans, hand and
fingerprint recognition) often require special hardware, that has not been adopted on mainstream
mobile devices. Our approach is lightweight and requires only a touch surface.
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Chapter 3.
Perkinput: Eyes-Free Touchscreen Text Entry
based on Braille
3.1.

Motivation

We began work on a new eyes-free text entry method for touchscreens in 2010, less than a year
after Apple introduced the VoiceOver screen reader. By then, many blind people were already
using iPhones but it was clear that text entry was a barrier. While we were developing Perkinput,
several other eyes-free text entry methods were published in the literature [17,32,71,72], but they
showed little to no performance improvements over VoiceOver (see Chapter 2 for a thorough
review of related work).
In this chapter, we describe Input Finger Detection (IFD), a new approach to touchscreen input.
Then we describe the Perkinput text entry method (Figure 1) which uses IFD and a longitudinal
study with 8 blind users where we evaluate Perkinput compared with text entry with VoiceOver.
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Figure 1. A user enters a character with Perkinput using one or two hands. The (a) Braille
encoding for ‘r’ is the binary string “111010.” It is entered with two hands simultaneously as
shown in (b), or with one hand by touching the phone twice. The first touch (c) inputs bits 1-3 and
the second touch (d) inputs bits 4-6.

3.2.

Input Finger Detection (IFD)

We propose Input Finger Detection (IFD), a multi-touch input technique where users enter
information into a device with multi-touch taps. We model touchscreen input as transmission of
information over a noisy channel [22], from the human to the device. In IFD, a user first
positions her hand over the screen and sets n reference points with, for example, a long press of n
fingers. Then, the user transmits a message into the device by encoding the message into multipoint touches, each representing a binary sequence with n bits. If the ith finger contacts the
screen for a given touch, the ith bit in the binary sequence is 1. Otherwise, the ith bit is 0. The
touch is input into a device with some inconsistency, since the user will not hit the reference
points exactly with every subsequent touch. This inconsistency is analogous to the message
passing through a noisy channel in our model. The device receives the noisy, encoded message
and the input method decodes it using our detection algorithms.
There are three sources of noise in our model:
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1. Hand repositioning. The user may reposition a hand on a device, such that the fingers are
no longer near their reference points.
2. Touch-point inconsistency. As with mouse clicks around a target, there is natural error
that occurs when a user attempts to touch a consistent point on the screen.
3. Hand drift. It is likely that the user’s hand drifts slowly over time as she touches the
screen repeatedly.
To correct for noise caused by (1), the user must simply set new reference points that reflect the
new position of her hand. For (2), we use Maximum Likelihood (ML) [19] to detect which finger
corresponds to which point while accounting for the distribution of points around the target
reference points. To minimize decoding errors caused by hand drift in (3), we track the reference
points after each touch.
Our approach applies to one or two dimensions with signals of up to 10 bits, since people have
10 fingers and can touch a two-dimensional screen. For simplicity, we explain these concepts in
the following section with examples for 3-bit encodings and one dimension only. Extending the
ideas to two dimensions and longer bit encodings is straightforward.
3.2.1. Maximum Likelihood for Detecting Fingers
To determine which fingers touched the screen, we compare the input touch points to the
reference points most recently set by the user. We assume that the user has not repositioned her
hand, so the touch points for each finger are likely to be close to their reference points. There is
inconsistency when touching the screen, however, and some fingers may have a greater variance
than others.
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We correct for touch point inconsistency by using Maximum Likelihood (ML) [19] to detect
which fingers touched the screen given the input touch points, thereby determining which bits in
the signal are equal to 1. We assume the distribution of touch points around their respective
reference points is Gaussian, centered at their reference points.
To formalize our approach, let d be an observed data point and θ be the parameter we seek. Our
hypothesis that θ is the “true value” is hθ.
Suppose d is one point that corresponds to one reference point θ. We have three hypotheses for
θ: h1, h2, h3, where hi is the hypothesis that d was input with finger i. 𝑃 𝑑 ℎ!   is the probability
of observing d given hθ and the ML detection is the value of θ that maximizes  𝑃 𝑑 ℎ! . We
express 𝑃 𝑑 ℎ!   as a Gaussian distribution centered around reference point θ with variance σ2.

𝑃 𝑑 ℎ! =   

1
(𝑑 − θ)!
exp
−
(2𝜋)!/!   𝜎
2𝜎 !

(3.1)

Figure 2 shows (in one dimension) the likelihood distribution of d given each hypothesis. The
variance of the errors around the reference points differ, so even though the touch point is closer
to reference point 2, it is more likely to be input by finger 1. In other words, 𝑃 𝑑 ℎ! is greater
than 𝑃 𝑑 ℎ! . The signal estimate for Figure is thus the binary sequence “100,” since only
finger 1 touches the screen.
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Figure 2. The curves show the likelihood distributions of a touch point input by each finger. The
black dot marks the location of a touch point. The height of the curves above the touch point show
that it was most likely input by finger 1, even though the point is closer to reference point 2 than to
reference point 1.

In the case where the observed data has more than one point, the MLE is the set of values for θj
that maximizes the sum of 𝑃 𝑑! ℎ! for each point j in the touch. This is valid if we assume that
pointing variance is independent for points in the same touch. The set of values for θj must be
unique and increasing, since one finger cannot touch the screen at more than one point and we
assume fingers do not cross.
Figure 3 shows the likelihood distributions for 3 reference points and 2 touch points. The MLE is
{1,2}, which maximizes the sum of the likelihood of the reference points given their respective
input points. The binary sequence is “110.”

Figure 3. The black dots marks the location of 2 touch points and the black lines show the
probabilities that the first point was input by finger 1 and the second point was input by finger 2,
which is highest than any other combination.

As Figure 2 and Figure 3 show, the variance of touches around a reference point is an important
factor in finger location inference. Variances can be determined per finger per user, by averaging
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the distances between input points and their corresponding reference points. Adjustments can be
made dynamically as well, by updating the variance with new input data as the user enters text.
3.2.2. Updating Reference Points
While our maximum likelihood estimation is based on the assumption that a user keeps her
fingers close to their reference points, we realize a user is likely to move her hand as she enters
text. To account for this movement, we track the reference points by adjusting them slightly with
every input. This technique is based on a Phase-Locked Loop [33], commonly used in electronic
applications.
After we determine which fingers touched the screen, we move each reference point toward its
corresponding touch point by a fraction of the distance between them. Most touches, however,
were not made with all 3 fingers, so we cannot update all reference points based on their
corresponding touch points. Since we aim to correct for drift of the entire hand, we assume that
the drift of individual fingers is correlated. So we use the error of each touch point to adjust all
reference points, but to varying degrees.
We formalize this concept with the following equation:
𝑅!!! = 𝑘 ∙ 𝐶 ∙ 𝐸! +    𝑅!

(3.2)

where 𝑅! is the vector of reference points at time n and 𝐸! is the vector of errors, or differences,
between the touch points input at time n and their corresponding reference points.
𝑟!
𝑒!
𝑅 =    𝑟! ,     𝐸 =    𝑒!
𝑟!
𝑒!
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The scalar constant 𝑘 is the adaptation coefficient that indicates the extent to which errors are
used to shift reference points. Small values of 𝑘 minimize the effect of tracking.
Lastly, 𝐶 is the correlation coefficient matrix, which describes the degree to which the error of
one input point affects each reference point. As an extreme example, suppose we assume there is
no correlation among the fingers as they move. The correlation coefficient matrix that reflects
this assumption is:
1 0 0
𝐶 =    0 1 0
0 0 1

When using this value of 𝑪, the tracking of a reference point 𝒓𝒊   is only affected by an input point
with finger i. If a touch did not include a point made by finger i, then 𝒓𝒊   is not updated.
3.2.3. Advantages for Nonvisual Input
We discuss advantages of finger location inference for nonvisual input compared with the defacto approaches of virtual keys and gestures.
First, our approach is inherently customizable to support a user’s hand size, pointing variance,
and hand drift tendency. Unlike with virtual keys, reference points can be set anywhere on the
screen and there are no predefined boundaries. Also, as we show with Perkinput, encodings can
easily be adapted for one- or two-handed input. This is useful for different screen sizes and user
abilities.
Finger location inference is fast, since there is no need to search for virtual keys or draw
gestures. With methods like VoiceOver that have many small keys, the user must first explore
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the screen with audio feedback until the desired key is found, then activate the key. This two-step
process is slower than tapping the screen. Some methods use large virtual keys [17,32,71] to
avoid or quicken the select-and-activate process, but as keys get larger, fewer fit on the screen. In
our approach, however, there are up to 2n possible inputs for one tap, where n is the number of
reference points. Simple gestures for input are limited in the same way as large keys, since the
number of possible simple gestures is small and several gestures must be input to enter one
signal [63,72].
Finally, the algorithms we use and the chording nature of the technique make it robust to errors.
The ability to reset reference points and the maximum likelihood and tracking algorithms
account for the three sources of noise in our model. Virtual keys have boundaries that lack tactile
indications on a touch screen, so they usually require vision. Also, complex gestures [49,94] are
difficult for blind people to input. Furthermore, finger location inference, like any chording
technique, enables a user to discern through proprioception whether her input is correct. By
contrast, in techniques based on a fingertip at a screen position, all inputs “feel” the same.
In the following sections, we describe an application of finger location inference for Braillebased text entry for blind people, showing how the theory we presented works in practice.
3.3.

The Perkinput Text Entry Method

We begin by giving an overview of Braille and describe how we used finger location inference in
Perkinput. For simplicity, we will hereafter refer to the “index” finger as finger 1, the “middle”
finger as finger 2, and the “ring” finger as finger 3. Reference points 1, 2, and 3 correspond to
those fingers, respectively.
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3.3.1. Braille and the Perkins Brailler
Braille is a tactile alphabet where each character is represented by raised dots in a 3×2 grid. The
dots are numbered as shown in Figure 4. Braille is often embossed with a Perkins Brailler, a
mechanical device that has 6 keys that correspond to the dots in a Braille cell (see Figure 4). To
enter a character, the user simultaneously presses down on the keys that correspond to the dots
raised in the character.

Figure 4. A Perkins Brailler on the left and the Braille letter “p” on the right. The numbers above
the keys show which keys correspond to which dots in a Braille cell

3.3.2. Finger Location Inference in Perkinput
Perkinput uses finger location inference with the Braille character encoding. This encoding
offers an advantage for blind people who read Braille and type on a Perkins Brailler. For twohanded input, Perkinput uses the same dot-to-finger mapping as the Perkins Brailler. Fingers 1,
2, and 3 on the left hand enter dots 1, 2, and 3 respectively. On the right hand, fingers 1, 2, and 3
enter dots 4, 5 and 6, respectively. For one-handed input, two touches are required to enter one
Braille character. During the first touch, fingers 1, 2, and 3 enter dots of the same number and
during the second touch, fingers 1, 2, and 3 enter dots 4, 5, and 6. One-handed input is useful for
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devices with small screens such as phones. Also, the second hand is free to hold the device or
perform other tasks such as read Braille. Figure 5 shows which dots correspond to each finger for
one-handed input.

Figure 5. The numbers above the fingers show which fingers correspond to which Braille dots for
(a) the first and (b) the second touch inputs with one-handed Perkinput.

A user registers reference points with a “long press.” If 6 fingers are registered, Perkinput uses a
6-bit encoding. If only 3 fingers are registered, Perkinput uses the one-column-at-a-time 3-bit
encoding. Reference points can be set at any time and anywhere on the screen, whether in
portrait or landscape orientation. The only restriction when registering reference points is that
finger 1 must be closer to the top of the phone than finger 3 in landscape orientation, or closer to
the left side of the phone in portrait orientation. This enables Perkinput to determine which
reference point corresponds to which finger.
For finger location inference, we assume each reference point has a bivariate Gaussian touch
point distribution with constant and equal variance along the x and y axes, with a covariance of
0. This simplifies the problem of MLE to finding the nearest reference point(s) in 2 dimensions.
In the future, we plan to dynamically track a user’s finger variance. We derived the following
tracking constants through experimentation:
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𝑘 = 0.1,

1 0.4 0.4
𝐶 =    0.4 1 0.4
0.4 0.4 1

While using the Braille encoding has advantages, it does not include encodings for all characters
used in text entry. Perkinput uses swipes to represent characters such as spaces and backspaces.
A 2-finger swipe in any direction represents a space and a 3-finger swipe in any direction
represents a backspace. This involves placing 2 or 3 fingers on the screen and moving them
while still touching the screen.
During one-handed input, we also added a gesture to input “blank” Braille columns. Some
Braille characters do not have dots 4, 5, or 6 raised, Perkinput uses a one-finger swipe to indicate
that no dots are raised (i.e. a binary sequence “000”). For example, the letter “a” is encoded in
Braille as dot 1, or the binary sequence “100000.” A user enters an “a” by touching the screen
with finger 1 and then swiping the screen with one finger. This maintains that all Braille-encoded
characters require two touches.
Perkinput provides audio feedback with every touch, including entry of the first column of a
character and registration of reference points. When a user enters a character, that character is
spoken.
3.3.3. Perkinput for Two-Devices
As touch screen phones become more common and less expensive, it is interesting to explore
interaction techniques using two phones at once. A Perkinput user may want to borrow a friend’s
phone for a few minutes or buy a second device for daily use. Even two touch screen devices are
less expensive and easier to carry than many Braille devices.
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In Perkinput for two devices, two BlueTooth-connected phones are used to input text into one
phone, which we call the primary phone. The user inputs dots 1, 2, and 3 with the left hand on
one phone and dots 4, 5, and 6 with the right hand on a second phone, as shown in Figure 6. We
define the primary phone to be the phone that initiated the BlueTooth connection and accepts
input of dots 4, 5, and 6.
The non-primary phone sends the primary phone information about each multi-point touch it
receives, which the primary phone then decodes along with its own input to determine what
character was entered. The user must register reference points on each phone. The primary phone
identifies characters in the same way standard Perkinput decodes the two touches required to
enter a character—the only difference is that the first touch is now received from the nonprimary phone and has a different set of reference points than the second touch.

Figure 6. With two devices, the left hand inputs dots 1, 2, and 3 and the right hand inputs dots 4, 5,
and 6. The right phone is the primary phone, defined as the phone that initiates the BlueTooth
connection and expects dots 4-6 as input.

Two-device Perkinput decodes a character after it receives input from each phone—there is no
time limit. If the user touches one phone twice before touching the second phone, the first input
on the former phone is disregarded. Thus, to indicate a “blank” column, the user must input a
swipe as she does on standard Perkinput.
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3.4.

Study 1: Perkinput vs. VoiceOver

To evaluate Perkinput, we sought to compare it with the current state of the art. We chose
iPhone’s VoiceOver text entry method as the second method, since it seems to be the most
popular touch screen method among blind people. We conducted a longitudinal study with 8
blind participants to evaluate performance over time.
3.4.1. Method
Participants
We conducted the study with 8 blind participants (5 female, 3 male), with an average age of 55.
None were able to visually identify keys on a phone. Almost all participants were proficient at
reading Braille and typing with a Perkins Brailler. All were proficient at typing on a QWERTY
keyboard. Only one participant had experience with VoiceOver—all other participants had little
to no experience with touch screen devices in general.
Apparatus
We developed a prototype of Perkinput and VoiceOver input for a Samsung Galaxy Phone
running the Android operating system. We implemented our own version of VoiceOver standard
input instead of using an iPhone to control variables related to device hardware features such as
touch screen sensitivity, and quality of audio feedback (we used the same audio files as feedback
for both methods).
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Our prototype did not include any contractions (Grade 2 Braille) to maintain a fair comparison
with VoiceOver. The same number of characters must be entered for any given phrase on each
method.
The prototypes were instrumented with mechanisms to load random phrases and log information
about each input, including time and screen coordinates. Phrases were spoken by the built-in
text-to-speech engine. Character names were pre-recorded sound files.
Procedure
The study included 8 sessions, the first of which was a training session and was not included in
the study results. During training, we conducted a brief interview and explained Perkinput and
VoiceOver to a participant until he/she independently typed two phrases with each method.
All other sessions were 75 minutes long, where participants typed phrases for 30 minutes with
each method. We used a set of short phases [60,100] that are representative of the English
language. No phrase was longer than 27 characters. Participants were instructed to type “as
quickly and accurately as possible.” Each 30-minute phrase entry period was preceded by a 5
minute warm-up. Participants received a 5 minute break between methods. Since participants
were blind, we were unable to present them with phrases visually. The prototypes spoke a phrase
and we asked participants to repeat the phrase verbally before beginning to enter it. This helped
ensure that participants understood and remembered the phrase.
Design and Analysis
This study was a 7 × 2 within-subjects factorial design with factors for Session and Method. The
levels of Session were (1-7); the levels of Method were (Perkinput, VoiceOver). The average
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number of trials run per session per method was 13.28 (SD = 9.31), with a maximum of 46 trials.
A total of 2362 trials were conducted, of which 1363 (57.7%) were for Perkinput and 999 were
for VoiceOver (42.3%).
For analyzing words per minute (WPM), a mixed-effects model analysis of variance was used
[58] with fixed effects of Session and Method; Trial was included as a nested factor within
Session and Method. In addition, Participant was modeled as a random effect to account for
correlated measurements within subjects over time [53]. In general, mixed-effects models
preserve large denominator degrees-of-freedom but compensate with wider confidence intervals.
In addition, mixed-effects models can, unlike traditional fixed-effects ANOVAs, accommodate
unbalanced data such as ours, where we had a variable number of trials per session.
Both uncorrected and corrected error rates were measured [100] the former being errors left in
final transcriptions and the latter being from backspacing during entry. As is typical, neither
uncorrected nor corrected error rates were remotely normal in their distribution (Shapiro-Wilk
W > .65, p < .0001; see [85]), ruling out the use of parametric analyses. Therefore, we used the
nonparametric Aligned Rank Transform procedure [80,99] which enables the use of ANOVA
after alignment and ranking, and which maintains the integrity of interaction effects. The same
statistical model was used on error rates as for WPM.
Subjective Method preferences were analyzed using a one-sample Pearson Chi-Square test of
proportions.
To validate counterbalancing, a test of order effects was conducted utilizing an Order factor
encoding Method’s order-of-presentation (i.e., whether a method was first or second in a given
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session). Order was not statistically significant for WPM (F1,2351 = 1.51, n.s.), and neither was
Order×Method (F1,2352 = 0.00, n.s.), indicating adequate counterbalancing and no asymmetric
skill transfer.
3.4.2. Results
Words per Minute (WPM)
Average entry speed over all sessions for Perkinput was 6.05 WPM (SD = 2.69). For VoiceOver,
it was 3.99 WPM (SD = 1.65). This difference resulted in a significant effect of Method on WPM
(F1,1880 = 224.25, p < .0001). Figure 7 shows WPM graphed over sessions.
Performance over Time
We can examine how entry speeds varied over time. There was a significant effect of Session on
WPM (F6,1878 = 51.36, p < .0001), as both methods improved over time. There was also a
significant Session×Method interaction (F6,1878 = 5.94, p < .0001), as each method improved at a
different rate over time. As can be seen in Figure 8, Perkinput improved more quickly than
VoiceOver.
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Figure 7. Entry rates as WPM over sessions 1-7, and extrapolated to session 14, for each input
method. Higher is better.

It is customary (see, e.g., [61,98]) to fit power laws of the form y = axb to entry speeds, where y
is WPM, x is Session, a is initial speed and b reflects the learning rate. Doing so results in the
following equations for each method:

Perkinput:

y = 3.4589x0.3812,

R2 = .9546;

VoiceOver:

y = 2.7450x0.2600,

R2 = .9893.

From Figure 7 and the above equations, we can see that Perkinput was both initially faster than
VoiceOver and improved at a faster rate. Extrapolating to twice the sessions that were conducted
gives entry speeds of 9.46 WPM for Perkinput and 5.45 WPM for VoiceOver in the 14th session.
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Error Rates
We calculated both uncorrected and corrected error rates [100]. Note that while uncorrected error
rates are at odds with entry rate, corrected errors take time to produce, and thus are subsumed by
entry rate. A successful text entry method could make and fix mistakes “along the way” resulting
in high corrected errors, but in the end, produce more accurate text in less overall time having
low uncorrected errors [101]. Thus, uncorrected errors are of chief importance. Figure 8 shows
uncorrected error rates by method over sessions.
The average overall uncorrected error rate for Perkinput was 3.52% (SD = 5.87). For VoiceOver,
it was approaching twice that, at 6.43% (SD = 7.16). This difference was significant
(F1,1882 = 91.87, p < .0001). Furthermore, the overall uncorrected error rate went down
significantly over time (F6,1878 = 19.41, p < .0001), and did so differentially by method
(F6,1878 = 4.51, p < .001). Thus, we see that not only was Perkinput faster than VoiceOver
initially and over sessions, but it resulted in fewer errors initially and over sessions as well.
Corrected errors give insight into the amount of “error fixing” taking place during entry. Despite
Perkinput creating more accurate text in less overall time, it did so while making more errors and
error corrections. Corrected error rates were 12.23% (SD = 11.64) for Perkinput and 8.32%
(SD = 10.53) for VoiceOver. This difference was significant (F1,1881 = 41.97, p < .0001). Overall,
corrected error rates decreased significantly over sessions (F6,1878 = 17.33, p < .0001), but did not
do so differently for each method (F6,1878 = 1.52, n.s.).
The average overall uncorrected error rate for Perkinput was 3.52% (SD = 5.87). For VoiceOver,
it was approaching twice that, at 6.43% (SD = 7.16). This difference was significant
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(F1,1882 = 91.87, p < .0001). Furthermore, the overall uncorrected error rate went down
significantly over time (F6,1878 = 19.41, p < .0001), and did so differentially by method
(F6,1878 = 4.51, p < .001). Thus, we see that not only was Perkinput faster than VoiceOver
initially and over sessions, but it resulted in fewer errors initially and over sessions as well.
Corrected errors give insight into the amount of “error fixing” taking place during entry. Despite
Perkinput creating more accurate text in less overall time, it did so while making more errors and
error corrections. Corrected error rates were 12.23% (SD = 11.64) for Perkinput and 8.32%
(SD = 10.53) for VoiceOver. This difference was significant (F1,1881 = 41.97, p < .0001). Overall,
corrected error rates decreased significantly over sessions (F6,1878 = 17.33, p < .0001), but did not
do so differently for each method (F6,1878 = 1.52, n.s.).
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Figure 8. Uncorrected error rates over sessions 1-7 for each input method. Lower is better.

Subjective Preferences
At the end of Study 1, participants were asked which method they preferred overall. In light of
the performance results in favor of Perkinput, it is perhaps not surprising that 6 of 8 participants
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preferred this method to VoiceOver. Nonetheless, a one-sample Pearson Chi-Square test of
proportions does not show preference for Perkinput was significantly different than chance
(χ2(1,N=8) = 2.00, p = .16).
3.5.

Study 2: Expert Performance With Perkinput

In Study 2, we sought to assess expert performance on Perkinput after additional hours of
practice.
3.5.1. Method
We conducted a case study with one participant (female, age 59) from Study 1. We will refer to
this participant as P5. P5 is proficient in Braille but has little experience with a touch screen. In
Study 1, P5 achieved the highest text entry rates on Perkinput. We conducted 6 additional
sessions with P5, each consisting of 30 minutes of entering phrases with Perkinput. We used a
similar procedure to Study 1, although we did not test VoiceOver in Study 2.
We used the same Perkinput prototype from Study 1 but made slight modifications according to
feedback from P5. Instead of using swipes to represent “blank” columns and spaces, we used a
tap by the “pinky” finger, which we call finger 4. A “blank” column is entered by tapping finger
4 and a space is entered by tapping finger 4 twice (like two “blank” columns). Also, a backspace
was given the Braille encoding of dots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, instead of a 3-finger swipe. We
envision different ways of inputting “blank” columns and characters that lack Braille encodings
to be set by the user in a preference dialog, since some users may find it easier to use swipes than
pinky-taps.
3.5.2. Results
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Not surprisingly, P5 improved her entry rate significantly over all sessions (F12,533 = 55.38,
p < .0001). Her speed in the 13th session was 15.96 WPM (SD = 4.10) over 61 trials, but this was
not her maximum session speed, which occurred in the 12th session and was at 17.56 WPM
(SD = 3.36) over 66 trials. By comparison, her speed in session 1 had just been 4.79 WPM
(SD = 1.93) over 22 trials. Thus, P5 more than tripled her entry rate after 12 sessions, or about
6.5 total hours of Perkinput usage.
P5’s single fastest phrase occurred in session 11, at 22.47 WPM with no uncorrected or corrected
errors (0.0%).
Figure 10 shows P5’s entry rates with Perkinput from sessions 1-13 and extrapolated to session
26. For Study 1’s sessions (1-7), P5 averaged 8.09 WPM (SD = 3.60). For the additional sessions
of Study 2 (8-13), P5 averaged 14.12 WPM (SD = 4.88), an improvement of 74.5%. The
extrapolated speed in session 26 is 24.78 WPM, which is only about 2 WPM greater than P5’s
fastest phrase reported from her 11th session.
The power law equation for P5 is shown below. Note the remarkably high exponent (b) of
0.6348, indicating a rapid rate of improvement for P5 compared to the average over participants
of 0.3812.
Perkinput:

y = 3.1332x0.6348,

R2 = .8435

P5 corrected almost all of her errors during entry, so error rates for P5 were exceptionally low.
P5’s average overall uncorrected error rate for sessions 1-13 was 0.50% (SD = 1.87), compared
to 3.52% for all participants for sessions 1-7. During entry, P5 made, on average, 9.16%
(SD = 9.63) corrected errors, not too far below participants’ average of 12.23% for sessions 1-7.
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Thus, P5 shows that Perkinput, while creating some errors during entry can enable rapid enough
error correction so as to achieve noteworthy speeds with few uncorrected errors in the end.
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Figure 9. Entry rates for P5 with Perkinput over sessions 1-13, and extrapolated to session 26.
Higher is better. Note that unlike Figure 7, the Y-axis here reaches 25 WPM, not just 10 WPM.

3.6.

Study 3: Two-Handed Version of Perkinput

After evaluating one-handed Perkinput, we wanted to compare text entry rates to those achieved
using two hands.
3.6.1. Method
We conducted a case study with P5 who already had 6.5 hours of practice with standard
Perkinput. The procedure was similar to the procedure for Study 1, but Study 3 only included
two sessions, the first of which was a training session and not included in the results. During the
training session, P5 entered phrases with two hands for 30 minutes on a tablet and another 30
minutes on two phones. During the latter session, P5 entered phrases for 30 minutes on each
device setup, preceded by 5 minutes of warm-up. As in Study 1, P5 took a 5 minute break
between methods.
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P5 entered text on a Samsung Galaxy tablet. For two-device input, we used two Samsung Galaxy
phones.
3.6.2. Results
P5’s speeds with each method are shown in Figure 10. Recall that the average WPM for onehanded entry from P5’s fastest session (#12) was 17.56 WPM (SD = 3.36). With two devices, it
was 20.43 WPM (SD = 8.41). With two hands on one device, it was 38.02 WPM (SD = 9.31).
Overall, these differences were significant (F2,222 = 171.92, p < .0001).
Pairwise comparisons reveal that tablet entry was significantly faster than both two-device
(F1,222 = 149.86, p < .0001) and one-handed entry (F1,222 = 287.48, p < .0001). Two-device entry,
however, was not quite significantly faster than one-handed entry, although a trend is clear in
that direction (F1,222 = 3.31, p = .07). Recall that the two-device data was used only once for this
testing, while the data for standard Perkinput were taken from P5’s fastest overall session.
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Figure 10. Entry rates in WPM for P5 with one-handed, two-device, and two-handed-one-device
entry with Perkinput, Higher is better. Error bars represent ±1 SD.
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P5’s error rates with each method are shown in Figure 11. Uncorrected error rates were near zero
for all three versions of Perkinput. Average uncorrected error rates were 0.14% (SD = 0.81) for
one-handed Perkinput, 1.75% (SD = 3.18) for two-device Perkinput, and 0.26% (SD = 1.43) for
two-handed Perkinput on a tablet. Corrected error rates were also low, at 3.10% (SD = 3.86),
6.81% (SD = 7.86), and 3.19% (SD = 4.74), respectively. Thus, it seems two-device Perkinput
was more error prone than the other methods, although all methods exhibited low uncorrected
error rates, making speed measurements comparable.
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Figure 11. Error rates for P5 with one-handed, two-device, and two-handed-one-device entry with
Perkinput. Lower is better. Error bars represent ±1 SD.

3.7.

Discussion

Study 1, our longitudinal study, showed that Perkinput outperforms VoiceOver, the de-facto
eyes-free text entry method for touch screen devices. Perkinput was faster and more accurate in
the first as well as the final sessions of the study. Perkinput was preferred by the majority of
participants (6 out of 8). Surprisingly, both users who preferred VoiceOver had higher average
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entry rates with Perkinput, but higher corrected error rates. The errors frustrated them, although
they managed to correct many of them quickly.
Performance on both VoiceOver and Perkinput for Study 1 was worse than we had expected.
With both methods, participants had difficulty remembering a phrase, remembering how much of
a phrase they had entered, or remembering how to spell words in a phrase. Also, participants
often touched the screen without intending to do so. Some of these challenges were probably a
result of the older age of most participants (average age was 55) and the lack of experience they
had with touch screens (all but one had little to no experience). We were also concerned that the
lower-than-expected performance on VoiceOver was a result of our prototype not fairly
representing iPhone’s VoiceOver. However, VoiceOver entry speeds in related work [17,32,72]
are even lower than our findings.
Study 3 showed that Perkinput text entry on a tablet is dramatically faster than on a phone. This
implies there is much potential for tablet use among the blind community and we encourage
more work in this area. Similarly, there is a clear trend (p=.07) suggesting that Perkinput on two
devices is faster than one-handed Perkinput. Nearly half of the phrases entered with two devices
(45%) were entered at a faster rate than 22.47 WPM, the fastest single phrase entry rate achieved
with one hand. Two-device input was more error-prone, however. This shows that there is
potential to achieve far higher average rates with two devices after more practice, in cases where
a larger device is not available.
Perkinput’s Braille encoding was evaluated in our studies with participants who were proficient
in Braille. Unfortunately, they are among a minority of blind people [67]. A person who does not
know Braille would have more difficulty learning Perkinput than a person who is proficient with
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Braille and it is likely that using VoiceOver would be faster initially. There is no reason,
however, for VoiceOver to have an advantage to Perkinput after the user has memorized Braille
character encodings. One participant suggested Perkinput would be a useful tool for learning
Braille in the first place. Other encodings can be used as well, such as an encoding that assigns
more ergonomic finger patterns to more frequent characters for faster and less strenuous entry.
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Chapter 4.
PassChords: Secure Eyes-Free Authentication
for Touchscreens
4.1.

Motivation

This chapter focuses on eyes-free entry of private information on mobile devices and, more
broadly, security and privacy concerns for eyes-free use of mobile devices. While working on
Perkinput (see Chapter 3), we realized that speech-based access technology on mobile devices
poses unique security and privacy risks for blind users. When a blind person uses a screen reader
on a mobile device, people can hear the device speaking the contents of the screen and the user’s
input. The threat of eavesdropping is increased when people use their devices on public places.
Suppose a blind person checks her email at a bus stop. A bystander may hear the blind person’s
device speaking the contents of an email, or information about the blind user’s travel destination.
Another security issue that differs for blind and sighted users is accessibility of password entry.
User authentication is an effective and common way to protect private data [45]. A recent study
found that when smartphones were left unattended in public places, 89% of people who found
the phones attempted to access the phone owner’s private information. Use of a password to
unlock the device screen protects against unauthorized user access. Yet password entry is likely
to be an obstacle for blind users, since even sighted users find password entry on small touch
screens to be a major frustration [44]. Moreover, screen readers introduce a severe vulnerability
by speaking touched keys during password entry (see Figure 12). Over the past decade, the
security community has explored the use of graphical authentication techniques as an alternative
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to alphanumeric passwords [46,73,91,96]. These techniques do not require text entry but are
inaccessible to blind people.
In this chapter, we discuss a study of privacy and security issues related to mobile access
technologies. To alleviate some of these issues, we developed PassChords, an eyes-free
authentication method based on Input Finger Detection (a technique presented in Chapter 3).

Figure 12. When entering passwords with an iPhone and VoiceOver, a user’s input is spoken as
she touches the screen, posing a severe security risk.

4.2.

Threats and Defenses

We outline security threats for blind mobile device users and possible defenses against them.
Like sighted people, we assume blind people access private data such as email communications,
text messages, social networking, online banking, contacts information, and travel directions. We
also assume blind people use their devices in public places like buses, street corners, and cafes,
where others are present nearby. Unlike for sighted people, however, we believe the following
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threats pose far greater risks for blind people because of screen reader technology or the lack of
security features available in specialized access technologies.
We consider the following threats in this chapter:
Aural eavesdropping. Casual or malicious bystanders may overhear private information spoken
by screen readers. Additionally, as a user enters input, the screen reader echoes the user’s button
selections. This occurs when a user enters a password as well, as shown in Figure 1. The threat
of aural eavesdropping has been studied in the security literature for more subtle audio feedback
such as keystroke sounds [6,13,31], highlighting the severity of the threat for screen reader
output.
Visual eavesdropping. Casual or malicious bystanders may oversee private information
displayed on a mobile device screen. If a person with low-vision is using large fonts or screen
magnification, people may see the screen’s contents from an extended distance.
Unauthorized user access. Both blind and sighted people face this threat, which occurs when a
device is misplaced, lost, or stolen. We are interested in this threat because, as we discuss below,
blind people may find it far more challenging to defend against it.
To assess the risk posed by the threats listed above, we enumerate possible defenses. In the
following section we discuss how and when these defenses are used through an interview study,
and asses threat risk.
Headphones. One can mitigate the risk of aural eavesdropping by using headphones when
listening to screen reader output. However, when on-the-go, blind people use their hearing to
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understand their environment and using headphones may be unsafe or inconvenient. A blind
person may not want to use headphones every time she enters a password to unlock her screen.
Screen occlusion. It is possible to physically cover a screen with a hand or use software such as
the iPhone’s Screen Curtain [2]. Some access technologies such as Braille displays or audio
recorders may be used instead of smartphones, as they do not have screens at all. Not displaying
visual output would mitigate the risk of visual eavesdropping but may be impractical or difficult
to use. Also, people with some functional vision may benefit from visual output.
Password protection. Protecting a device with a password that requires a user to authenticate
herself before using a device is an effective defense against unauthorized user access. Many
access technologies do not have password locks, however. People using smart devices that do
have such features may find the standard password techniques to be too slow and error-prone (in
addition to being insecure, because of screen readers speaking the input password).
4.3.

Security-Related Use Patterns

Defenses against security threats have trade-offs and may negatively impact a user’s experience
with a device. We conducted interviews with blind people to understand how and why possible
defenses were practiced. This enabled us to asses the risk of the security threats in our model.
2.2.1. Method
Participants
We recruited 13 participants (6 male, 7 female). The average participant age was 51 years (age
range 26–64). We required that participants (1) were legally blind and (2) used smartphones
daily. Two participants had some functional vision, one had light perception, and the remaining
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10 were completely blind. Participants were recruited through email lists that catered to blind
people.
Procedure
We conducted a semi-structured interview with each participant. All interviews were conducted
over the phone and lasted about 20 minutes. We began by asking participants for demographic
information such as gender and age. Then, we asked questions in the following categories: (1)
context and frequency of mobile device use, (2) types of information accessed on mobile
devices, (3) use of passwords on mobile devices, (4) use of headphones, and (5) use of screen
occlusion techniques.
Analysis
The interviews were transcribed, coded, and then organized based on interview questions.
4.3.1. Results
All participants owned iPhones that they used with the VoiceOver screen reader. When on the
go, 6 participants also carried a Braille notetaker, 2 carried accessible GPS systems, 1 carried a
portable CCTV, and 1 carried a laptop. All devices were used on a daily basis in various
contexts, including public places such as streets, cafes and restaurants, and also at home and at
an office.
As expected, participants stored a wealth of private and personal information on their devices:
Gosh, you know [my iPhone] is just a part of me. I can’t think of anything I don’t
do [on it].
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Participants regularly accessed private information, including email communications, social
networking sites, and location-tracking applications such as Four Square. Nearly half of the
participants used banking applications on their iPhones. One participant expressed a preference
for accessing private data on her Braille notetaker, because others could not hear or see what she
was reading.
None of the participants used optional authentication features to protect the information on their
devices. In fact, the iPhone was the only device mentioned that had an authentication feature. All
but one of the participants were aware of the iPhone’s password protection feature, the Passcode
Lock, and had decided not to use it. Some participants stated using the Passcode Lock was
inconvenient: “No, [Passcode entry] is inconvenient—I don’t want to do that”; others thought it
was unnecessary: “...because I have my [iPhone] with me all the time.”
Passwords were entered only when required by some applications that participants used, such as
Facebook and Netflix. These passwords were usually stored by the applications, however, and
did not require repeated entry. One participant expressed concern regarding aural eavesdropping,
noting that VoiceOver spoke a key label as it was touched during password entry.
All participants used headphones when listening to screen readers in public spaces; 12
participants used headphones regularly (but not exclusively), and the remaining participant used
them occasionally. Three participants (partly) attributed headphone use to concerns about aural
eavesdropping, but most used headphones to avoid disturbing others around them or simply for
better sound quality. There was a trade-off between the advantages of headphones and the need
to hear sounds in one’s environment.
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I like to listen on the headphones but I don’t like to have my hearing completely
blocked out because it’s hard to hear a bus stop and if there is something
happening on the bus I need to be hearing. You know, like a fight or who knows?
The iPhone’s Screen Curtain feature, which disables visual output, was used by 10 participants;
not being able to see the screen may serve as a security advantage for them. Four participants
used the Screen Curtain to prevent visual eavesdropping, and most participants cited the desire to
save battery power (the advertised purpose of the Screen Curtain).
I love that people can’t look over my shoulder and see what I’m doing.
No other screen occlusion techniques (e.g., holding the device close to one’s chest) were used.
While participants occasionally mentioned security threats, their primary concerns were related
to iPhone accessibility. Participants had difficulty inputting text and accessing information from
applications that were not compatible with VoiceOver. Several participants noted the physical
challenge of interacting with their devices while using a cane. Only three mentioned the security
risks associated with online banking, location tracking, and aural and visual eavesdropping. One
participant acknowledged the need for better security mechanisms, although, like other
participants, he did not use optional authentication methods.
I feel like I should use [security features on [my iPhone] and I’ll probably be
sorry one day that I didn’t.
4.3.2. Discussion
Our results indicate that a minority of users are aware of security threats, including aural and
visual eavesdropping, and unauthorized user access. This is disturbing, but not surprising given
that related work found that the general population lacks awareness and understanding of
security threats [24,45,78]. We concur with this prior work that users should receive better
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training—whether from Orientation & Mobility instructors or blindness organizations in
general—about potential mobile device security risks.
The finding that our participants did not use optional authentication methods like the Passcode
Lock to protect their devices from unauthorized user access was most alarming. Clarke and
Furnell [24] report that one third of 297 (all sighted) participants locked their phones with PINbased authentication, noting that this ratio was low. The fact that no participants used a Passcode
Lock in our study was egregious, highlighting the severe risk of unauthorized user access. Text
entry rates with VoiceOver were only about 4 words per minute (WPM) [11], so it may be
infeasible for blind people to enter a PIN every time they unlocked the screen of their phone.
Security threats from aural and visual eavesdropping were mitigated by use of headphones and
the Screen Curtain. Although all participants used headphones, they acknowledged their
disadvantages. Security defenses should, therefore, not solely rely on headphone use, especially
for highly private information such as passwords. Screen Curtains were not used by all
participants, and participants were generally unaware of the need for protect against visual
eavesdropping. It would be interesting to interview people who used magnification rather than
screen readers, since magnification increases the risk of visual eavesdropping.
4.4.

Secure Authentication with PassChords

The most severe security problem we identified from our study is the risk of unauthorized user
access, which may be attributed to lack of user awareness, and the inaccessibility and insecurity
of current password techniques. To address this problem, we developed a new touch screen
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authentication method that is entirely non-visual, faster than PIN techniques, and robust to aural
eavesdropping.
2.2.1. Design Principles
When developing an authentication method, we considered several design principles based on
our interview study, our threat model, and standard authentication guidelines [5,82]. These
principles emphasize both security and usability.
1. Speed. Users should be able to enter a password quickly.
2. Robust to aural eavesdropping. Users should be able to input a password without audio
feedback that broadcasts their input.
3. Robust to visual eavesdropping. There should be little or no visual indication of the
user’s input.
4. High password strength. Password strength should not be sacrificed and the technique
should be robust to guessing or brute-force attacks.
5. High recall. Passwords should be easy to remember.
4.4.1. The PassChords Technique
PassChords are a new authentication technique based on Input Finger Detection [11], where a
user taps a touch surface several times with 1 to 4 fingers (see Figure 2). The PassChord is
defined by the set of fingers used in each tap. At the beginning of a PassChord entry, the user
calibrates the touch surface by entering reference points, which the PassChords algorithm uses to
model the true locations of the fingers on the screen.
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The PassChords algorithm determines which fingers touched the screen using Maximum
Likelihood (ML) detection given the finger reference points. In Input Finger Detection [3], the
variance of each finger is tracked and used in the ML detection. Since PassChords are short and
we assume that, unlike in text entry, a user will not enter many PassChords in succession, we do
not track variance. Instead, we assume equal variance for each fingers. ML thus reduces to
finding the set of reference points that have the minimum combined distance from the set of
input points.

Figure 13. A user calibrates (left) and enters a 3-tap PassChord. The blue circles show which
fingers contact the screen in the figure but do not appear as output to the user. Note that the fingers
are not striking bounded regions like buttons; rather, the finger locations are interpreted
probabilistically, meaning some flexibility in their hit-location is allowed, while the number and
identity of the fingers is appropriately strict.

As the user enters a PassChord, she receives only vibration feedback with no visual or audio
output. A short vibration is produced when the user touches the screen. To calibrate, a user
presses 4 fingers to the screen until a second vibration is produced less than a second later. No
further feedback is needed because, as with any chording technique, people can discern their
input through proprioception. Techniques that rely on a fingertip at a certain position require
audio feedback because different inputs “feel” the same.
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We believe that PassChords would be easy to remember because the chording nature of the
technique is evocative of playing a piano or another chording instrument. Also, people may
associate numbers with the fingers used, allowing similar recall techniques to numeric
passwords.
4.4.2. Entropy
Information entropy is a common measure of password strength, indicating how robust a
technique is to guessing or brute-force attacks [20]. In this metric, the information entropy of a
password of n symbols from a symbol set of size m is 𝑙𝑜𝑔! 𝑚𝑛, measured in bits. In other words,
the information entropy of a password technique is the minimum number of bits needed to
encode the set of all possible passwords, assuming all symbols are equally likely.
In one tap of a PassChord, there are 15 possible finger combinations. Each of 4 fingers is either
touching the screen or not, and a tap where all fingers are not touching the screen is invalid. A
PassChord with 4 taps therefore has information entropy 𝑙𝑜𝑔! 154   ≈ 15.6  𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠. By contrast,
consider a standard PIN’s information entropy. Each digit in the PIN has 10 possible inputs, so a
4-digit PIN has information entropy 𝑙𝑜𝑔! 104   ≈ 13.3  𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠. Both the 4-tap PassChord and the 4digit PIN require the same number of symbols as input, but the information entropy of the
PassChord technique is higher, indicating it may be more robust to attacks.
The information entropy assumes that all symbol entries are equally likely, which is probably not
true for PIN entry and certainly not true for tap entry. As we will see in our study, some finger
combinations are more likely than others because of the physiology of the hand. For example,
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simultaneously tapping the middle and pinky fingers is more difficult than tapping the index
finger. A better estimate of the entropy of password strength is the first-order entropy:
!

𝐻=𝑛

𝑝!   𝑙𝑜𝑔! (1/𝑝! )

(4.1)

!!!

where 𝑝! is the probability of symbol 𝑖 occurring in any position in a password. We will
empirically calculate H from user data to estimate the security strength of PassChords.
4.4.3. Evaluation
To evaluate the PassChords authentication technique, we sought to compare PassChords to a
standard password technique. We chose the iPhone’s Passcode Lock with VoiceOver as a basis
for comparison, which consists of a 4-digit PIN that is entered with an on-screen number pad.
Method
Participants. We recruited 16 blind participants (8 male, 8 female), with an average age of 51
(age range 27–61). While all were legally blind, five participants had some vision and were able
to identify numbers on an iPhone’s number pad. The remaining 11 had no functional vision.
Eight participants had experience with VoiceOver on iOS devices. We recruited participants
through mailing lists that communicated with blind people.
Apparatus. We built prototype applications for PassChord and PIN entry. We did not use an
iPhone’s built-in Passcode so we could instrument the application. The PIN application was
visually similar to the iPhone’s Passcode Lock, enabling split-tap and double-tap selection of
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keys. As with the iPhone, the PIN application spoke button labels as they were touched, but did
not provide feedback when a number was entered. Both applications logged every user input.
A Samsung Galaxy phone was used for all user studies, with a 4-inch screen.
Procedure. Participants completed two sessions, one with each authentication method. The
beginning of each session included a training period, where we taught participants how to use the
method for the current session. Participants practiced the method until they were able to
authenticate with three different passwords.
After training, participants entered three passwords: the first was prescribed by the experimenter
and the other two were created by the user. We sought to simulate a realistic password creation
and entry scenario, so we asked participants to create a password, confirm it, and then enter it 20
times. The confirmation of a password allowed participants to practice their new password and
ensure they had created it as intended.
The first PIN was a randomly generated sequence of 4 digits. The first PassChord included three
touches, each consisting of one randomly selected finger. We anticipated certain multi-finger
combinations would be difficult for participants, so we gave them a PassChord where each touch
included only one finger. For the next two PassChords, we instructed participants to create a
PassChord where at least one of the touches had more than one finger. For both methods,
participants were instructed to create passwords that were ”realistic.”
Participants were able to correct errors during password entry. The VoiceOverPIN number pad
included a backspace key. A PassChord could be ”reset” if the user made an error by calibrating
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and re-entering the PassChord. Such errors and corrections were included in the time measured
for a given password entry.
After entering three PassChords repeatedly, we asked participants to create yet another
PassChord which they were tasked to memorize. Two days after the study we called each
participant and asked them to repeat the memorized PassChord. We instructed participants to
behave as though this was a ”real” password, and use whatever memorization technique seemed
appropriate.
Design and Analysis. The study was a within-subjects factorial design with two factors, Method
and Order. The levels of Method were (PassChords, VoiceOverPIN) and the levels of Order were
(1, 2). The Order factor indicated whether the current Method was performed first or second in
the study, allowing us to evaluate possible crossover effects.
We analyzed two measures: authentication time and failure rate. The former was measured as the
difference between the time of the first and last touch events of a password (including PassChord
calibration), and the flatter was the proportion of times the user failed to authenticate. The failure
rate included completed passwords that turned out to be incorrect, not counting errors that were
corrected by the user with the backspace key or a re-calibration. Such errors were subsumed by
the password entry time. Both measures were analyzed with mixed-effects model analysis of
variance, with a fixed effect for Method and a random effect for Participant to account for
correlated measurements for different methods within subjects. Authentication times were
averaged for trials in each method. We used a significance level of α = 0.05.
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Neither authentication time nor failure rate was normally distributed (W = 0.90, p < 0.001 for
time; Shapiro–Wilk W = 0.89, p < 0.001 for failure rate). Therefore, we used the nonparametric
Aligned Rank Transform procedure [99], which enables the use of ANOVA after alignment and
ranking, while maintaining the integrity of interaction effects.
Results
Authentication time. PassChords were nearly three times as fast as VoiceOverPINs. The mean
authentication time for PassChords was 2.67 seconds (SD = 0.722), while that for VoiceOverPIN
was 7.52 seconds (SD = 2.40). This difference resulted in a significant effect of Method on
authentication time (F1,13 = 113.6, p < 0.001).
The number of taps per PassChord ranged between 3 and 6 taps, and the mean time per tap was
0.62 seconds (SD = 0.17). The mean time for a VoiceOverPIN input was 1.89 seconds (SD =
0.60). Thus, it is evident that PassChords would have outperformed VoiceOverPINs if we had
required an equal number of inputs for each. The large difference was not surprising since
participants often had to search for the correct VoiceOverPIN input by moving their finger across
the screen while listening to screen reader output.
Strangely, there appeared to be an asymmetric skill transfer between methods. Participants who
entered PassChords after they had entered VoiceOverPINs performed better with PassChords
than participants who entered PassChords first. This resulted in a significant effect of Order
(F1,13 = 12.8, p < 0.01) and a significant interaction of Method by Order (F1,13 = 10.0, p <
0.01). As Figure 14 shows, however, the difference between method entry times was
incontrovertible, in spite of the effect of order.
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Failure rate. There was no speed-accuracy trade-off, as the failure rate was slightly lower for
PassChords than for VoiceOverPIN. Participants failed to authenticate 16.3% of the time with
PassChords (SD = 14.5%) and 20.2% of the time with VoiceOverPIN (SD = 17.3%). This
differences were not significant, however (F1,13 = 1.49, n.s.).

Figure 14. : PassChord pattern frequencies. A sequence of circles represents a tap pattern, with the
index finger shown on the bottom left and the pinky finger on the top right. Certain patterns were
chosen far more often than others.

Recall. Twelve of the 16 participants (75%) remembered their PassChord two days after they
were asked to memorize it. Most participants tapped the password several times to memorize its
“feel,” and associated the fingers in each tap with numbers to memorized their pattern.
Password strength. We assess password strength by observing common patterns in the 32 usergenerated PassChords. Our prior discussion of entropy assumed a uniform distribution of
possible inputs. This is not the case, however, for user-generated passwords. Prior work shows
that the most common digit in alphanumeric passwords is 1, and the most common letters are a,
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e, o, and r [7]. Such patterns reduce the difficulty of guessing or brute-force attacks, so they are
important to identify and avoid [8].
Figure 3 shows the frequency of each tap pattern in the user-generated PassChords. A striking
trend was the frequent use of the index finger, which was present in 66.5% of taps. The pinky
finger was used least, in only 14.6% of taps (see Table 1). Users tended to create passwords with
repeating finger combinations and individual taps were often made with adjacent fingers. The
most common PassChord length was three taps, although this may be attributed to the length of
the initial, prescribed PassChord that served as an example.
Table 1. Frequencies of finger use in PassChord taps. There was a strong preference for using the
index finger, which is often used for touch screen input.
Finger

Frequency

Index

66.5%

Middle

51.7%

Ring

36.6%

Pinky

14.6%

4.4.4. Discussion
We have shown through the design and evaluation of PassChords that our design principles were
satisfied. In terms of usability, PassChords are nearly 75% faster to enter than accessible PINs,
with comparable authentication failure rates. While merely preliminary, our study of PassChord
recall demonstrated that there were no unexpected obstacles with PassChord memorization.
The security of PassChords was considered in their design and evaluation. Unlike accessible
PINs, PassChords produce no audio feedback, so they are more resistant to aural eavesdropping.
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PassChords also display no visual feedback, making visual eavesdropping more challenging. It
would be interesting in future work to assess the threat of “shoulder-surfing” attacks that occur
when an adversary eavesdrops by looking over a user’s shoulder and observing her finger
motions.
The data collected in our study, which included 112 PassChord taps and 128 PIN digits, yields
preliminary estimates of the security strength in terms of first-order entropy using Equation (1).
The first-order entropy of 4-tap PassChords was H  ≈  12.6, comparable to the first-order entropy
of 4-digit PINs of H  ≈  12.7. Our sample size was too small to produce these estimates with high
confidence, but they give a rough idea for the security strength of both methods.
The security strength of PassChords can be improved by ensuring that the distribution of taps is
as close to a uniform distribution as possible and using as many taps as possible. This leads us to
several guidelines to help users create more secure PassChords:
1. Use each finger at least once in your PassChord.
2. Use taps of one, two, and three fingers.
3. Use four or more taps in your PassChord.
Since knowledge-based passwords are common authentication mechanisms, we believe
PassChords will impact the security of mobile devices for blind people. They are an important
first step at addressing security challenges for blind mobile device users, as discussed in our
threat model. Since entering passwords on small touch keyboards is challenging for sighted users
as well, we believe PassChords would benefit people with all visual abilities.
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Chapter 5.
DigiTaps: Eyes-Free Number Entry with
Natural Prefix-Free Codes
5.1.

Motivation

One of the limitations of Perkinput was its reliance on Braille. While studies show that it is
extremely important for blind people to learn Braille, many blind and low-vision people are not
Braille-literate [67,92]. Moreover, sighted people who can also benefit from eyes-free input do
not usually know Braille and have less of an incentive to learn it than blind people. Thus, we
sought to develop an eyes-free input method that was easily-learnable and did not require
specialized knowledge.
In this chapter, we describe DigiTaps, an eyes-free number entry method with natural prefix-free
codes (Figure 15). DigiTaps can potentially be used in a variety of contexts: when making phone
calls, interacting with automated voicemail systems, entering addresses in GPS-based
applications, and entering personal identification numbers (PIN). The code for each digit is based
on the semantics of the digit, so DigiTaps is easy to learn and does not require knowledge of
Braille, Morse code, or another specialized encoding.
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Figure 15. A blind person enters numbers with DigiTaps. The white circles at the bottom of the
screen mark her touch points.

Like Perkinput and PassChords, the DigiTaps gestures “feel” different, so people can discern
whether they touched the screen with one finger or two. We thus hypothesized that Digitaps can
be used with minimal audio feedback. With VoiceOver and many other access technologies,
users have to listen carefully as they interact with their device. This can be difficult to do in
noisy environments. Using headphones can make it easier to hear the audio feedback from the
device, but headphones can block out environment noise and can simply be clumsy and timeconsuming to attach. We sought to show that DigiTaps not only learnable, but also usable with
only minimal-audio feedback.
5.2.

The Design of Digitaps

The discussion in the previous section leads us to four design goals for numeric entry. We strive
to develop a method that is (1) eyes-free, (2) minimal-audio while being (3) efficient and (4)
learnable. Efficiency and learnability are important for widespread adoption.
5.2.1. DigiTaps Gestures
To enter a digit with DigiTaps, a user performs one, two, or three gestures anywhere on the
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screen. The gestures used for digit entry are a one-finger swipe, a one-finger tap, a two-finger
tap, and a three-finger tap. A BACKSPACE is entered with a 2-finger swipe. Swipes can be
oriented in any direction.
During our formative studies, we considered using a four-finger tap. It was difficult for people to
touch a surface with four fingers simultaneously, however, because the smallest finger, the
“pinky,” was typically much shorter than the other three fingers. Also, some people could not
easily fit four fingers on a phone’s screen, so we decided to use gestures that involved up to three
fingers at a time.
5.2.2. DigiTaps Codes
After designing the DigiTaps gestures, our goal was to create a code that uses just four symbols
to represent 10 digits. Usually, we use 10 symbols, the standard digits 0–9, to encode numbers
using place values. One possible way to encode 10 digits with four gestures is to use base-4
notation. The 10 digits would be represented by 0, 1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 12, 13, 20, 21, respectively.
This encoding could be difficult to learn, however. Can people quickly learn that the digit 5, for
example, is represented by 11 in base-4? Furthermore, there is ambiguity in this encoding: if the
digit 1 is represented by a one-finger tap, how would the system distinguish the entry of digit 5,
input with two one-finger taps, from the entry of two 1’s, which are also input with two onefinger taps. To resolve this ambiguity we could use a fixed-length, base-4 code to represent the
10 digits. This code would be 00, 01, 02, 03, 10, 11, 12, 13, 20, and 21 for digits 0 to 9,
respectively. There is no ambiguity, but the code is less efficient and could still be difficult to
learn.
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To reduce the number of gestures per digit, we use prefix-free codes that allow for a varying
number of symbols per digit with no ambiguity. The prefix-free property means that no symbol
sequence for one digit is a prefix of another [42]. In the original base-4 code, 1 is a prefix of 11,
which was ambiguous and led us to define the fixed-length base-4 code. In a prefix-free code,
such ambiguity cannot happen and the number of symbols per digit is lower than in a fixedlength code. If all the digits are equally likely, the average number of symbols per digit is the
sum of the lengths of the codes for all digits divided by 10.
As such, we developed a learnable, prefix-free code called DigiTaps2.1 (first introduced in [79].
The digits can be derived by adding the symbols 0, 1, 2, and 3, entered by gestures, as shown in
Table 2. For example, 0 is represented by a one-finger swipe, 1 by a one-finger tap, and 2 by a
two-finger tap. The digit 3 is represented by a three-finger tap followed by a one-finger swipe, or
3 + 0. Similarly, 4 is represented by a three-finger tap followed by a one-finger tap (3 + 1). We
represent 6 with two three-finger taps and a one-finger swipe (3 + 3 + 0). The digits 3 and 6 need
a final one-finger swipe to ensure the code is prefix-free. The digit 9, however, is represented by
three three-finger taps (3 + 3 + 3), since three three-finger taps are not a prefix to another input.
DigiTaps2.1 uses 2.1 symbols on average per digit, which is close to the two symbols per digit of
the fixed-length base-4 code, without the complexity of base-4 notation. An optimal prefix-free
code, however, uses 1.8 symbols per digit. There are 6·10! 2= 21,772,800 distinct optimal codes,
but are any as learnable as DigiTaps2.1?

2

There are 6 ways to pick the two one-symbol codes from 4 symbols, and then there are 10! possible assignments of the 10 digits
to the 10 resulting codes.
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We developed a second code, DigiTaps1.8, which has an optimal number of symbols per digit
(see Table 2). In DigiTaps1.8, the one-finger swipe represents either 0 or 10. It represents 10
when it is the first gesture in a two-gesture digit, and the digit is derived with subtraction. For
example, the digit 7 is represented by a one-finger swipe followed by a three-finger tap (10 – 3).
Similarly, the digits 8 and 9 are represented by a one-finger swipe followed by a two-finger tap
(10 -2) and a one-finger tap (10 – 1), respectively. In all other cases, the one-finger swipe
represents 0. The digit 3, for example, is represented by a three-finger tap and a swipe (3 + 0).
DigiTaps1.8 and DigiTaps2.1 have the same codes for five of the 10 digits.
Table 2. DigiTaps Gestures.
Digit

DigiTaps2.1

DigiTaps1.8

0

1-finger swipe

1-finger swipe, 1-finger swipe

1

1-finger tap

1-finger tap

2

2-finger tap

2-finger tap

3

3-finger tap, 1-finger swipe

3-finger tap, 1-finger swipe

4

3-finger tap, 1-finger tap

3-finger tap, 1-finger tap

5

3-finger tap, 2-finger tap

3-finger tap, 2-finger tap

6

3-finger tap, 3-finger tap, 1-finger swipe

3-finger tap, 3-finger tap

7

3-finger tap, 3-finger tap, 1-finger tap

1-finger swipe, 3-finger tap

8

3-finger tap, 3-finger tap, 2-finger tap

1-finger swipe, 2-finger tap

9

3-finger tap, 3-finger tap, 3-finger tap

1-finger swipe, 1-finger tap

5.2.3. DigiTaps Feedback
DigiTaps provides haptic and optional audio feedback that “clicks” when a gesture is entered and
speaks each digit. DigiTaps’ haptic feedback enables users to determine whether the system
detected their gesture correctly so they can correct errors inline. In formative studies, we found
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that (1) participants were sometimes unsure whether their touches were registered by the system,
and (2) the system sometimes registered a swipe when a tap was entered and vice versa. Thus,
DigiTaps gives two kinds of haptic feedback. When the user touches the screen, the device
vibrates. If the touch produced a swipe, the system pulses an extra vibration. There is no extra
pulse for a tap, so the user knows which gesture was registered.
5.3.

Evaluation

We evaluated DigiTaps to find out whether it was a viable method for use with minimal audio
feedback. We compared DigiTaps entry (1) with and without audio feedback, and (2) with the
DigiTaps2.1 code and the DigiTaps1.8 code.
5.3.1. Methods
Participants
We recruited 16 participants to complete the DigiTaps longitudinal study (six blind, 10 sighted).
Blind participants had a mean age of 45 (range: 31-57), and sighted participants had a mean age
of 28 (range: 22-34). All had experience using touchscreen devices. We recruited blind and
sighted participants through mailing lists that were affiliated with blindness organizations and
university communities, respectively.
Procedure
Blind and sighted participants completed the same study procedures with one exception: sighted
participants held the phone under the table (as in Clawson et al.’s study [25]), while blind people
held the phone in their preferred position. Participants completed six sessions that lasted about
35 minutes each. Sessions were at least two hours, but no more than four days, apart.
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In each session, participants entered sets of random four-digit sequences under four conditions:
with each DigiTaps code and each feedback method (haptic only or haptic with audio). In
sessions 2 - 6, participants entered 15 sequences in each condition. In session 1, they only
entered sequences with audio feedback for each code, since they were still learning the codes.
We counterbalanced the order of the DigiTaps codes but did not counterbalance the order of
feedback methods. We were concerned that participants would confuse the two codes if they
were alternating between them and no audio feedback was given.
Apparatus
We developed an instrumented prototype of DigiTaps that ran on two Galaxy Nexus phones.
The phone screens were 4.65 inches long.
Design and Analysis
The experiment had three within-subject factors: Code (DigiTaps2.1 and DigiTaps1.8), Session (16), and FeedbackMethod (Audio or Haptic). We computed the characters per second (CPS) and
uncorrected error rate to assess speed and accuracy, respectively, following the formulas and
algorithms described by Wobbrock and Myers [100]. The uncorrected error rate measures the
frequency of errors that were not corrected by the user and appear in the final transcribed strings.
Another accuracy measure, the corrected error rate, measures the frequency of errors that the
user corrected. It is subsumed by the CPS, however, so we exclude it from our report.
We assessed the normality of our data through graphical means (plotting histograms and
boxplots). CPS was normally distributed so we modeled it with a linear, mixed-effects model
using Participant as a random effect. The uncorrected error rate was not normally distributed,
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which is usually the case with error rates. We therefore compared sample means of uncorrected
error rates with Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests. We use significance levels of α = 0.05.
5.3.2. Results
Entry Rate
We found that DigiTaps entry with no audio feedback was faster than with audio feedback, and
that the DigiTaps1.8 code was faster than the DigiTaps2.1 code. This resulted in a significant effect
of Code (F(1,15) = 6.90, p = 0.02) and FeedbackMethod (F(1,154) = 27.28, p < 0.01) on CPS.
Participants significantly improved their entry rate over time, yielding a significant effect of
Session (F(1,156) = 27.28, p < 0.01) on CPS. Their improvement was about the same with both
codes and feedback methods, resulting in no significant interaction effects. Table 3 shows the
mean entry rates for each condition and Figure 16 shows the entry rates over all sessions of the
study.
Table 3. Mean CPS rates for each DigiTaps feedback method and code.
DigiTaps1.8

DigiTaps2.1

Haptic feedback

0.89 (SD = 0.31)

0.85 (SD = 0.32)

Audio feedback

0.82 (SD = 0.36)

0.78 (SD = 0.34)
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Figure 16. Entry rates for the six sessions of the study. The error bars show the standard error of
the means. Higher numbers are better.

Accuracy
The uncorrected error rate was higher for haptic feedback than for audio feedback. This resulted
in a significant effect of FeedbackMethod (W = 5, p < 0.01) on Uncorrected Error Rate. There
was no significant difference between the uncorrected error rates for DigiTaps2.1 and DigiTaps1.8.
Participants made fewer errors as the study progressed, and we found a significant effect of
Session (F(1,156) = 15.69, p < 0.01) on the uncorrected error rate. Table 4 shows the mean entry
rates for DigiTaps feedback methods and codes and Figure 17 shows how they changed over
time.
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Table 4. Mean uncorrected error rates for each DigiTaps feedback method and code.
DigiTaps1.8

DigiTaps2.1

Haptic feedback

5.58% (SD = 14.6)

5.68% (SD = 15.0)

Audio feedback

2.17% (SD = 8.96)

2.22% (SD = 8.7)
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Figure 17. Uncorrected error rates for the six sessions of the study. The error bars show the
standard error of the means. Lower numbers are better.

Subjective Preference
We asked participants which method they preferred at the end of the study. Twelve (71%) out of
the 16 participants preferred DigiTaps1.8, citing its speed and the lower number of taps per digit.
A one-sample Pearson Chi-Square test of proportions showed that this preference was
significantly different than chance, (χ2(1,N=16) = 4.00, p = 0.046).
5.4.

Discussion
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Overall, we believe the speed and accuracy results show DigiTaps is a promising eyes-free
technique. Our work on PassChords (Chapter 4) showed that blind iPhone users entered a
familiar 4-digit PIN in 7.52 seconds on average with VoiceOver. With DigiTaps, blind and
sighted people entered randomly generated four-digit sequences in 7.01 seconds after only the
first study session. During the final session, they entered four-digit sequences in 4.1 seconds on
average. Moreover, participants’ rate of improvement (shown in Figure 2) suggests their entry
speed will continue to increase with more practice.
Number entry with only haptic feedback was faster but also less accurate than entry with haptic
and audio feedback. The former was faster probably because users did not pause after each entry
to hear the spoken digit, and did not correct as many of their errors. We were pleased that by
Session 6, the uncorrected error rate was still rather low, at only 4.6%. However, it is difficult to
draw conclusions from the comparison of methods of feedback, because we did not
counterbalance the order of the audio and haptic conditions in the study. There may have been
carry-over fatigue or learning effects from the audio condition. Nonetheless, it seems likely that
performance with only haptic feedback was not substantially worse than with audio feedback.
There was a small, albeit statistically significant, difference between entry rates between
DigiTaps codes. DigiTaps1.8 was faster than DigiTaps2.1 with no speed-accuracy trade-off.
Surprisingly, even though most participants felt DigiTaps2.1 was easier to learn, performance
with both codes was nearly equal in the first session. In later sessions, the difference in speeds
between the codes was small, but most preferred DigiTaps1.8.
We believe our results show that DigiTaps offers a new approach to eyes-free input that requires
minimal audio feedback. Blind people would still need audio feedback to confirm the numbers
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they entered were correct; they would also need audio feedback for any other verbal output from
their device. However, they wouldn’t be as reliant on the audio feedback when entering numbers
with DigiTaps. A blind person could sit in a loud café and comfortably enter a number without
holding the device up to his or her ear. DigiTaps could be useful for sighted people as well. A
sighted person could enter a street address while walking and glance down to ensure it was
correct. Eyes-free minimal audio interaction would enable people to use their touchscreen
devices more comfortably in a variety of situations.
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Chapter 6.
Exploring the Use of Eyes-Free Input by Blind
People on Mobile Devices
6.1.

Motivation

In the previous chapters, we have discussed our efforts and those of many other researchers to
improve eyes-free text entry on touchscreen devices. All of the methods involved onscreen
gestures. Surprisingly, to our knowledge, no one had explored speech as an eyes-free input
modality. Yet speaking is natural, fast, and nonvisual, and automatic speech recognition (ASR) is
already well integrated on mobile platforms. Mobile device users can enter text with speech in
any text entry scenario on iOS and Android devices (see Figure 18) and perform actions such as
searching the internet and creating calendar events with Google Voice Search [37] and Siri [3].

Figure 18. The Android (left) and iPhone (right) keyboards have a dictate button to the left of the
space key that enables users to dictate text instead of using the on-screen keyboard.

While the act of speaking is eyes-free, the process of dictating, reviewing, and editing text is
complex, and requires additional input. Both reviewing and editing may be challenging for blind
people with today’s mobile technology. A sighted person can review a speech recognizer’s
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output by simply reading the text on the screen. Meanwhile, a blind person can use VoiceOver to
review the text with speech output. Detecting recognition errors with speech output may be
difficult, however, since the recognizer is likely to output words that sound like those the user
said, but are incorrect. For example, ASR is known to have difficulty with segmentation, and
may recognize the words “recognize speech,” as the similarly-sounding “wreck a nice beach.”
After identifying recognition errors, blind people may face challenges correcting these errors.
Prior work has shown that sighted users spend the majority of their time correcting errors when
dictating text. Karat et al. [50] found that sighted people spent 66% of their time editing ASR
output on a desktop dictation system. The editing process for blind users on mobile devices is
likely to be much slower, since users may resort to using the on-screen keyboard to correct and
edit ASR output. Perhaps the combined difficulty of reviewing and editing ASR output will
outweigh the ease and speed of speech.
In this chapter, we explore the patterns and challenges of the use of speech input by blind people
on mobile devices. Our ultimate goal is to improve the experience of nonvisual speech input, but
first we study current use to identify specific challenges that the accessibility community can
address.
6.2.

Survey: Patterns of Speech Input among Blind and Sighted People

We conducted a survey to determine how often blind people use speech input on their mobile
devices, what they use it for, and how they feel about it. We surveyed both blind and sighted
people to evaluate the nonvisual experience against a baseline of the common (visual) use case.
6.2.1. Methods
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We surveyed 54 blind participants, 10 low-vision participants, and 105 sighted participants.
There were 31 female and 33 male blind/low-vision (BLV) participants, with an average age of
40 (age range: 18 to 66). Sighted participants were younger, with 51 males and 54 females and
an average age of 32 (age range: 20 to 66). We sent emails on mailing lists related to our
university and blindness organizations to recruit participants. Participants did not receive
compensation for completing the survey.
The survey included a maximum number of 9 questions. The first three questions asked for
demographic information: age, gender, and disability. The next question asked:
Have you recently used dictation instead of a keyboard to enter text on a smartphone?
Examples of dictation include:
- Asking Siri a question, e.g., "what's the weather like today?"
- Giving Siri a command, e.g., "call John Johnson"
- Dictating an email or text message
Required.
[ ] Yes
[ ] No
If the participant answered “No” to the question above, the survey concluded with a final
question that asked why not. If the participant answered “yes,” she was asked to recall a specific
instance in which she used dictation. She was then asked several questions about this instance,
such as when the instance occurred, and what she dictated (a question to Siri, a text message,
etc.). The penultimate question presented the user with three statements and asked her to describe
how she feels about each statement on a Likert scale. The statements were:
•

Dictation on a smartphone is accurate

•

Using dictation on a smartphone (including the time it takes to correct errors) is fast
relative to an on-screen keyboard.
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•

I am satisfied with dictation on my smartphone.

The survey concluded with a prompt for “other comments” and a free-form text box for their
response.
Surveys were completed on the Internet and responses were anonymized.
To analyze the results, we graphed the data and computed descriptive statistics for all questions.
We used Wilcoxon Rank Sums tests to compare means between Likert scale responses. We
modeled the data with one factor, SightAbility, with two levels: BLV, and Sighted. The measures
corresponded to the three Likert response statements: Accurate, Fast, and Satisfied.
6.2.2. Results
The survey responses showed that BLV people used dictation far more frequently than sighted
people. Interestingly, 58 BLV participants (90.6%) and 58 sighted participants (55.2%) used
dictation recently. Among BLV participants, only one used speech input on an Android device
and the rest used it on iOS devices. Among sighted people, 21 participants used speech input on
an Android device and 34 on an iOS device. Most BLV people used speech input within the last
day while most sighted people used it within the last week.
Both BLV and sighted participants used speech most for composing text message. Table 1 shows
the kinds of messages participants composed. Many more BLV than sighted people used speech
to compose emails. Figure 2 supports this finding, showing that BLV people composed longer
messages.
Table 5. Number of responses for a survey question.
What did you use speech input for?

BLV

77

Sighted

A command (e.g., "Call bob smith")

8

14

A question (e.g., "Siri, what's the weather like today?")

13

14

An email

12

4

A text message

20

19

Other

5

7

Figure 19 shows the means and standard deviations (SD’s) of participant Likert scale responses
to the penultimate question of the survey. Histograms of the data showed the distributions of
responses were roughly normal, so the means and SD’s represent the responses appropriately. As
Figure 3 shows, BLV people were more satisfied with speech and thought it was faster than the
on-screen keyboard compared with sighted people. This resulted in a significant effect of
SightAbility on Satisfaction (W = 2296, p < 0.001) and Speed (W = 2240, p = 0.001). There was
no significant effect of SightAbility on Accuracy, but there was a strong trend (W = 1977, p =
0.067). Perhaps BLV people were able to get fewer recognition errors because they had more
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Figure 19. Survey responses to the question, “About how long was your dictated text?”
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Figure 20. Survey responses on a 5-point Likert-scale: 1 is strongly disagree, and 5 is strong agree.
Responses were roughly normally distributed.

When prompted for other comments, many participants noted the challenge of editing the
recognizer’s output, and speaking in noisy environments. One blind participant explained,
Accuracy in noisy environments is the biggest challenge I feel. I prefer to dictate
short commands and text, saving long e-mail responses for a standard computer.
Editing can be a challenge.
Three sighted participants felt awkward using speaking to their device. Another sighted
participant echoed this concern, feeling frustrated with the lack of feedback, “I find it hard to talk
to the device. Do you yell at it and hope it understands better?”
Participants who did not use speech for input recently were mostly concerned with accuracy and
errors. Some were also concerned about privacy or social appropriateness, since other people can
hear what they say when they speak to their devices. Some sighted participants said that they
simply “don’t need” to use speech for input or haven’t figured out how to use it yet.
6.2.3. Discussion
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The survey results suggest that speech is already a widely used eyes-free alternative to keyboard
input. Blind people seem more satisfied with speech than sighted people. This is probably
because keyboard input with VoiceOver is so much slower than standard keyboard input, that
sighted people do not feel speech input offers a significant advantage.
We were surprised that nearly half of the blind participants reported that their recent speech input
message was over 10 words long. From anecdotal experiences and formative work, it seems that
it would be difficult to review and edit a message that was more than 10 words long. On the
other hand, more blind people entered text messages with speech than emails, suggesting that
perhaps speech input was preferred for shorter and more casual messages.
The survey findings raised new questions. Exactly how long were the messages blind people
entered with speech? The results suggested speech input was much faster than keyboard input,
but by how much? How did participants review and edit their text, and how much time did they
spend doing so? In the next section, we describe the study we conducted to answer these
questions.
6.3.

Study: Observing the Use of Speech Input by Blind People

After finding that nearly all of our blind survey participants used speech for input, we wanted to
learn more about their experience using it. We conducted a laboratory study to observe blind
people composing paragraphs with dictation and the accessible on-screen keyboard.
6.3.1. Methods
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Participants
We recruited eight blind participants (five males, three females) with an average age of 44 (age
range: 22 to 61). We required that participants be blind and use a smart mobile device such as a
smartphone. All participants owned iPhones, which they used many times a day. Two
participants had their phones for about a year, and the rest had their phones for two or more
years. All had no functional vision and used VoiceOver to interact with their phones.
Since we wanted to observe how blind people use speech input in their daily lives, we also
required that participants have experience using speech on their mobile devices. Six participants
used speech input every day, while the remaining two participants used speech input weekly.
Procedure & Apparatus
Participants completed one session in the study that was about one hour and fifteen minutes long.
At the beginning of a session, we asked participants for demographic information, and asked
them how often and what they used speech as input for on their mobile devices. We then showed
participants an iPod Touch 5 that we used for the study and adjusted the keyboard and
VoiceOver settings to match the participant’s preferences (e.g., disable auto-correct).
We then asked participants to compose paragraphs using either speech or the on-screen keyboard
for input. When composing with speech, participants used the DICTATE button on the keyboard,
located to the left of the SPACE key (shown in Figure 18). They could use the keyboard when
editing the ASR output, but we required them to use speech for the initial composition process.
Participants composed text on a simple website we developed that included only a prompt, a
textarea widget, and a submit button. When they completed a paragraph, they clicked submit.
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We presented participants with short prompts such as, “Tell us about a book you read recently.
What did you like about it?” In addition to telling them which input method to use (speech or
keyboard), we gave them two guidelines:
Enter about 4 to 8 sentences in response to the prompt.
Use professional language, as though you were emailing a potential employer.
We hoped the first guideline would encourage participants to type reasonably long paragraphs,
that would reveal more interesting behavior, and the second guideline would encourage them to
write complete sentences with proper grammar. We recommended that participants review and
edit their text as they normally would (with both input modalities). We wanted to study speech
input for long and formal paragraphs because we aim to make it usable for a variety of contexts,
not just short, casual text messages.
Our procedure differed from standard text entry studies in at least two ways. First, in standard
text entry studies (e.g., [11,61,72,88,94,100]) participants transcribe sets of phrases. This
approach is not appropriate for speech input, however, because people speak differently when
reading text. Speech recognizers are trained on conversational speech, not read-aloud phrases.
Recognizers would be likely to produce more errors if participants read phrases out loud.
Second, most text entry studies do not permit participants to edit text post-hoc (i.e., insert, delete,
or replace text after repositioning the cursor). Since post-hoc editing is a common part of the
composition process, especially with dictation, we included it in our study design.
After a participant entered one paragraph with each modality, we decided whether to ask him or
her to enter a second set of paragraphs, depending on the amount of time remaining in the study.
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We counter-balanced the order of input methods and alternated methods between successive
paragraphs for each participant (if he or she entered more than one paragraph). We concluded
each study with a 15-minute semi-structured interview. The interview included open-ended
questions about what participants liked and disliked about using speech for input. We also asked
them to respond to three statements on a 7-point Likert scale (1 is strongly agree, 7 is strongly
disagree). The statements were:
1. Entering text with speech was fast compared to entering text with the on-screen
keyboard.
2. Entering text with speech was frustrating compared with entering text with the on-screen
keyboard.
3. I am satisfied with using speech to enter text compared to using the on-screen keyboard.
We recorded audio for each study, along with a video capture of the iPod Touch’s screen. We
mirrored the iPod Touch screen onto the researcher’s computer using the built-in AirPlay [4]
client on the iPod and a Mac application called AirServer [1].
Design & Analysis
Participants composed a total of 22 paragraphs, 11 with speech input and 11 with keyboard
input. Only three participants entered two paragraphs with each method and the rest entered one
paragraph with each method. The average length of a paragraph was 66.4 words (SD = 41.6).
The study was an 8x1 design, with a single factor Method with two levels, Speech and Keyboard.
We calculated entry speed in terms of Words per Minute (WPM), using the formula [101]:
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WPM =

T −1
S

• 60 •

1
5

(6.1)

where T is the transcribed string entered, |T| is the length of T, and S is the time in seconds from
the entry of the first character to the final keystroke. We included post-hoc editing in the entry
rate calculation, so S included the time taken to review and edit a paragraph.
We evaluated accuracy in two ways. First, we computed the error rate of the speech recognizer
for all text entered with speech. Second, we computed the error rate of the final transcriptions for
both speech and keyboard inputs. We measured the error rate in terms of the Word Error Rate
(WER), a standard metric used to evaluate speech recognition systems [62]. The WER is the
word edit distance (i.e., the number of word insertions, deletions, and replacements) between a
reference and transcription text, normalized by the length of the reference text. For evaluating
recognition errors, the reference text is the offline, human-perceived transcript of the
participant’s speech. For evaluating the final, edited keyboard and speech text, determining the
reference text is less straight-forward. Since we are uncertain of the user’s intended entry (this
was a composition and not a transcription task), it is difficult to identify errors. As such, we
considered a word to be an error if it was (1) a misspelled word, (2) a non sequitur that made no
sense in the context of the sentence, or (3) a clear grammatical error such as a repeated word, or
a short sentence fragment. Since participants’ input was conversational, classifying words as
errors was relatively straight-forward, given the aforementioned categories.
We used two-sided t-tests to compare text entry rates, since the WPM was roughly normally
distributed. For error rates, which were not normally distributed, we used Wilcoxon Rank Sums
tests to compare the means between input methods.
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6.3.2. Results
There was high variability in the speech input behavior among participants, so we explain some
of the results in terms of individual performance. P5 and P6 did not know how to reposition the
cursor, so their ability to edit was limited, impacting both speed and accuracy. P5’s accuracy was
also affected by her thick foreign accent, although she still used speech for input weekly. On the
other hand, P3 had many years of experience with dictation systems on different platforms and
spoke with no hesitation and clear diction.
Entry Time and Accuracy
The entry rate for speech input was much higher than for keyboard input. With speech input,
participants entered text at a rate of 19.5 WPM (SD = 10.1), while they entered only 4.3 WPM
(SD = 1.5) with the keyboard. As expected, this resulted in a significant effect of Method on
WPM (t(10)=-5.07, p < 0.001). The maximum entry rate was achieved by P3, at 34.6 WPM with
speech, while the maximum speed for keyboard input was achieved by P7, at 6.7 WPM.
When inputting speech, participants spent most of their time reviewing and editing recognition
errors. On average, this amounted to 80.3% (SD = 10.2) of the composition time. P1 spent 94.2%
(about 10 minutes) of his time reviewing and editing the recognizer’s output—more than any
other participant. Figure 4 shows the amount of time participants spent dictating vs. reviewing
and editing their speech input compositions. Each bar in the plot represents one composed
paragraph (i.e., one task).
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Figure 21. Time spent entering (red) and reviewing and editing (blue) text. Each column
represents one composed paragraph (i.e., a task).

While participants spent most of their time reviewing and editing text when using speech input,
they spent little time on these activities when using the keyboard. On average, participants spent
only 9.0% (SD = 11.7) of their time reviewing and editing keyboard output. This amounted to an
average of 1.2 minutes of review and edit time with the keyboard compared to 5.4 minutes of
review and edit time with speech input. Participants made most of their edits in the keyboard
condition inline, by deleting text with the BACKSPACE key and reentering it.
The number of errors produced by the ASR largely determined the amount of reviewing and
editing participants performed, and, in turn, their overall rate of entry. The average WER for the
iOS ASR was 10.2% (SD = 10.4), ranging from 0% for P3 to 35.6% for P5. Figure 5 shows the
entry rates of each paragraph input with speech as a function of the ASR’s WER. As expected,
there was a negative correlation, with an outlier point in the far right for P5.
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Figure 22. Entry rate vs. speech recognition error rate for speech input. The labels of the plotted
points indicate the participant (1 – 8) and paragraph number (1 – 2).

Participants corrected most of the speech recognizer’s errors, yielding a mean WER of 3.2% (SD
= 4.6) for the final text input with speech. The mean WER for text input with the keyboard was
slightly higher, at 4.0% (SD = 3.3). There was no significant effect of Method on the WER of the
final text (W = 77, n.s.).
Reviewing and Editing Text
In this section, we describe the reviewing and editing techniques that participants used when
composing paragraphs. After entering several sentences, most participants reviewed their text by
making VoiceOver read it word by word. If a word did not sound correct, they read it character
by character. To do this, participants used the VoiceOver rotor which enables users to read text
one unit at a time. A unit can be a line, word, or character. To move the cursor from one unit to
the next, a user swipes down on the screen. The user can also swipe up to move to the previous
unit. In this way, participants moved the VoiceOver cursor around the text in the text area to
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verify their input. When reviewing, participants often read words several times, then iterated
through their characters.
Some ASR errors were difficult to detect using the VoiceOver text-to-speech because they
sounded similar to the user’s original speech. For example, P1 dictated the phrase “lost my
sight,” but the speech recognizer output the phrase, “lost my site.” P1 did not detect this error.
Another participant, P6, said, “you can hike,” but the speech recognizer output, “you can’t hike.”
P6 did not detect the error either. Some grammatical errors were also not detected in the review
process. VoiceOver’s text-to-speech does not differentiate upper- and lower-case letters, so there
were some uncorrected case errors. The composed paragraphs also included extra spaces
between words and sentences that participants did not seem to be aware of.
We observed that VoiceOver did not alert participants to passages that were recognized with
low-confidence. Occasionally, the iOS speech recognizer underlined a word or phrase that was
recognized with low confidence, and would present the user with alternative recognition options
if the phrase was touched. This information was not accessible. Also, we observed that
VoiceOver communicated punctuation marks in the text in a subtle manner, by varying prosody
and pausing. This made it difficult for participants to detect punctuation marks in the recognized
text when reviewing it.
The review process took longer than we expected, but participants spent much more time editing
the ASR output. Figure 23 shows the number of edits participants performed for each paragraph
input with speech. The total number of edits performed during speech input tasks was 96. Edits
included inserting, deleting, and replacing characters, words, or strings of words. Only 15
(15.6%) of these edits were done using speech input. Although inputting speech was much faster
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than using the keyboard, participants preferred using the keyboard to edit the ASR output.
Several participants inserted words or phrases with speech but deleted erroneous text with the
keyboard’s BACKSPACE key. Also, there was no way to move the cursor using speech commands,
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Figure 23. Number of edits performed with each modality for each composed paragraph (i.e.,
task).

We observed three editing techniques for speech input in our study. We describe them as
follows.
Hone in, delete, and reenter. The first technique was the most common and was used by all
participants except P5 and P6 who did not know how to use VoiceOver gestures. This technique
involved (1) moving the cursor to a desired position using the VoiceOver gestures describe
previously, (2) using the BACKSPACE key to delete unwanted characters, words, or even phrases,
and finally (3) to enter characters using the keyboard.
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Hone in, select, and reenter. The second editing technique seems more efficient than the first,
but was only used by P8. It involved (1) using VoiceOver gestures to move the cursor to a
desired position, (2) choosing the EDIT option from the VoiceOver rotor, (3) selecting the word
(one of the EDIT options, along with COPY and PASTE), and (4) re-enter the word with the
keyboard. P8 sometimes re-entered the word with speech input. This technique required fewer
key presses than “hone in, delete, and reenter.”
Delete and start over. P5 and P6 did not know how to reposition the cursor, so they used this
technique. They deleted entered text with the DELETE key, starting from the end (where the
cursor was located by default) and re-entered with speech. They both said that they often used
speech for short messages, and deleted everything and started over if there was a recognition
error. This was the least flexible and, most likely, the least efficient editing technique for longer
messages.
Qualitative User Feedback
Two of the 8 (25%) participants in our study preferred keyboard input over speech input. These
were P1 and P5, who were the only two participants who used speech weekly, rather than daily.
All participants mentioned speed as the primary benefit of using speech for input. P1 and P5
preferred the keyboard because of the challenge of editing: P5 said she knew there were mistakes
and didn’t know how to fix them. P1 said that “although [with] speech you can get more volume
of text in there…but my weakness is efficiently editing. that’s the downside of speech.”
P3 and P8 said it was easy for them to express their thoughts verbally, having had prior
experience with dictation systems, unlike P1 and P2 who found it more difficult. P8 also said that
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speech input helped him avoid spelling mistakes—auto-correct was not sufficient for correcting
spelling mistakes.
I rely on dictation more because my spelling is not the greatest and feel like can
compose more of coherent sentence verbally than by writing, especially on an iOS
device where it’s difficult to correct mistakes. On the computer, you can see with
spell check and correct. but on iOS device it’s easier not to have to worry about
it.
While most preferred speech, all participants found certain aspects of speech input frustrating.
All participants except P3 cited editing as a source of frustration. P8 would like to be able to do
“inline” editing as he spoke. P7 wanted an easier way to edit with speech rather than using the
keyboard, which she did for most edits. P7 and P3 mentioned the problem of dictating words that
were out-of-vocabulary, such as names. Figure 7 shows Likert scale responses to three
statements from the interviews at the end of the study sessions, showing varying levels of
satisfaction and frustration. Figure 7 also shows that all participants felt inputting text with
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Figure 24. Responses to three statements on a 7-point Likert scale (1 is strongly agree, 7 is
strongly disagree).

6.4.

Discussion

Our study showed that speech input is an efficient entry method for blind people compared to the
on-screen keyboard, yet it is impeded by the time required to review and edit ASR output. People
can speak intelligibly at a rate of about 150 WPM [97], but the average entry rate of blind people
using speech in our study was just 19.5 WPM. Nonetheless, this was comparable to the entry rate
of sighted people using the on-screen keyboard of a smartphone, as found in prior work [23].
Furthermore, we found that the error rate of speech input was no higher than that of keyboard
input for participants in our study. It is important to note, however, that we measured accuracy
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only in terms of the WER, which does not necessarily correlate with the intelligibility of text
[64]. The WER penalizes equally for small and major errors in a word, but it is the standard
measure for evaluating ASR accuracy.
Six of the eight participants (75%) preferred speech over the keyboard because of speed, but all
participants faced challenges when using speech input. Editing was the primary challenge;
participants spent the majority (80%) of their time editing the text output by the recognizer.
Surprisingly, their most common editing technique was highly inefficient in terms of keystrokes.
Participants deleted characters with backspace and then re-entered them with the keyboard. It
was unclear why they did not select whole words to replace them, or use speech for editing more
than the keyboard. Perhaps some participants did not know how to select whole words with
VoiceOver. They may have preferred to edit text with the keyboard because it was more
predictable, preventing additional errors.
Study responses were less positive than our survey responses were. This was probably because,
in our study, we asked participants to enter paragraphs that were longer and more formal than
many smartphone communications. For example, a text message input by a survey participant
was probably less than four sentences long and not as formal as an email that one would write to
a potential employer (referring to the guidelines we gave participants in the study). Speech is
currently better suited for short, casual messages, probably because of the difficulty of correcting
and identifying errors. We believe the research community should facilitate the process of
correcting content and grammar to make speech input more versatile.
Our study also uncovered interesting keyboard input behavior with VoiceOver. Since this was
not our focus, we did not document challenges with keyboard input rigorously, but observed
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several interesting trends. Surprisingly, some participants did not use the auto-correct feature,
which could have improved their speed and accuracy. They found it difficult to monitor and
dismiss auto-correct suggestions. We also observed that VoiceOver did not communicate
punctuation clearly, and some minor grammatical issues, such as extra spaces between words,
were only noticeable when reviewing text character by character. VoiceOver had a setting in
which it speaks punctuation marks, but not one participant used this setting. VoiceOver also did
not communicate misspelled words that were visually identified with an underline. Enabling
participants to more easily identify punctuation and grammar and spelling issues would likely
improve efficiency and composition quality for both keyboard and speech input.
Throughout the chapter, we have compared speech input with the de facto standard accessible
input method for touchscreens: on-screen keyboard input with VoiceOver. However, there are
input alternatives that are commonly used by both blind and sighted people that should be
considered when evaluating speech. Several study participants used a small external keyboard
with hard keys; one participant used the keyboard on his Braille display, which connected to his
iPhone; one participant used the on-screen input method Fleksy [30], one of many gesture-based
text entry methods (see Related Work for others). These alternatives are more private than
speech, and probably more reliable in noisy environments. It would be interesting to compare
these methods to speech in the future.
6.5.

Challenges for Future Research

We distill our findings into a set of challenges for researchers interested in nonvisual text entry.
These challenges can be incorporated into both speech and gesture-based input methods.
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1. Text selection – a better method for nonvisual selection of text. This can also include
other edit operations, such as cut, copy, and paste.
2. Cursor positioning – an easier way to move a cursor around a text area; enable a user to
easily hone in on errors.
3. Error detection – an easier way to detect errors such as spelling mistakes, letter case
errors, and low-confidence ASR output.
4. Auto-correct – a study of how well auto-correct works for nonvisual use, and a way to
make it more effective.
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Chapter 7.
SpeakNSwipe: Leveraging Alternative Results
in Eyes-Free Dictation
7.1.

Motivation

Speech recognition has improved significantly in recent years. Wearable devices, which are
increasing in popularity, commonly use speech for input because it is fast and natural. A
relatively small and inexpensive device can have a microphone, speaker for output, and a
wireless radio for online speech recognition. However, the input is usually restricted to speech
commands or questions: “what’s the weather today?” or “Call bob.” While this is suitable for
performing a specified set of tasks in an interface, it is not a general input method. People still
rely on keyboards to enter, edit, and format text for various applications (e.g., composing an
email).
To handle a wide variety of text entry tasks on mobile and wearable devices, we propose and
coin the term eyes-free dictation (EFD). We define EFD as the interacting process of entering,
reviewing, and editing text on a computing device using primarily speech for input while not
requiring a screen for output. Unlike speech commands, EFD enables people to input text of
arbitrary content and length. Even as speech recognizers continue to improve, users will need to
review and edit text for certain compositions as they do when typing or handwriting.
Surprisingly, there are no EFD methods in research and industry today, to our knowledge. One
related example is the iOS dialog system Siri’s eyes-free mode, which is similar to Google Now.
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The eyes-free mode allows the user to dictate and review short messages through an eyes- and
hands-free dialog. The interaction is as follows:
User: Send a text message to Bob, “I’m running late.”
System: Ready to send it?
User: Review
System: Your message to Bob says, I’m running late. Would you like to send,
cancel, review, or change it?
User: Send it.
If the message was not recognized correctly, the user can try to speak the full message over
again. This may be convenient to enter short, casual text messages with such a system, but
probably not longer, more formal compositions. We don’t consider Siri’s eyes-free mode EFD
because it doesn’t allow the user to edit the composed text, only reenter it.
7.2.

SpeakNSwipe

SpeakNSwipe is an EFD method that allows users to enter, review, and edit text on devices with
no screen and five input sensors. In this section, we describe the design of the system and the
algorithms it uses to process output from a commercial speech recognizer with a minimal API.
7.2.1. Design
The design of SpeakNSwipe was motivated by the work described in Chapter 6, where we
observed blind people using the speech recognizer on iOS to compose paragraphs with the
VoiceOver screen reader. Dictation with VoiceOver served as an unintended example of EFD.
Based on the challenges blind people faced, we developed the following design guidelines for
SpeakNSwipe:
1. No visual output and a small number of nonvisual inputs. This follows the vision of EFD.
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2. Facilitate error detection. It can be difficult to hear errors when they are spoken from a
speech synthesizer because the recognizer is designed to output phrases that sound like
what the user said.
3. Fast error correction. Efficient error correction has always been a challenge in dictation
systems.
4. Incorporate a commercial speech recognizer. We wanted the system to benefit from a
state-of-the-art speech recognizer since the recognition is a core part of the overall
experience.
Following Guideline 1, we chose five non-visual non-speech controls: LEFT, RIGHT, UP, DOWN,
and CENTER. These inputs can be implemented as gestures on a touchpad or touchscreen, or
physical buttons on a device. SpeakNSwipe has no visual feedback; instead, it speaks text and
plays sounds to the user.
To enter text with SpeakNSwipe, the user begins speaking to the system as she would with
existing dictation software: she performs a long-press on CENTER and starts speaking. She can
speak for as long as she wants, explicitly punctuation marks like “period” and “comma.” When
the user finishes speaking, she taps CENTER or waits for the SpeakNSwipe to detect that she has
stopped. For example, one user in our formative studies said, “Hey comma do you need it today
question mark.” The captured audio is sent to a third-party speech recognizer (Guideline 4).
After receiving recognition results from the speech recognizer, SpeakNSwipe (1) detects
uncertain words or phrases that may contain an error, and (2) divides the text into certain and
uncertain segments. Segmenting the text aims to facilitate comprehension, error detection and
editing as the user listens and processes only short bursts of synthesized speech (Guideline 2). A
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speech recognizer typically returns several transcriptions of the entire audio file: a top result (i.e.,
the speech recognizers “best guess”), and several alternative hypotheses (i.e., an N-best list). In
our example from the previous paragraph, the speech recognizer returned, “Hey, do you need it a
day?” as the top result. As the alternates, the speech recognizer returned, “Hey, do you need
today?,” “Hey, do you need it today?,” and “Hey, do you need to day?” Intuitively, we see that
the words “a day” in the top result are uncertain—they are likely to be incorrect, since the
recognizer returned several different hypotheses for that utterance. SpeakNSwipe finds one or
more continuous uncertain words and groups them into a segment. It then links corresponding
segments in each alternative hypotheses.
After creating uncertain segments, SpeakNSwipe splits the transcription further into certain
segments. Certain segments do not have alternative recognition results and consist of phrases that
are delimited by commas or end-of-sentence punctuation marks (e.g., a period or a question
mark), or the start of an uncertain segment. This segmentation aims to facilitate comprehension
of the synthesized speech since the user is able to process the transcription more easily one
phrase at a time. Thus, in our example, we have two certain segments followed by one uncertain
segment: “Hey,” “do you need”, and “a day | today | it today | to day?”
The user reviews the transcribed text by navigating from one segment to another using the LEFT
and RIGHT controls. SpeakNSwipe speaks each selected segment. If the segment is uncertain,
SpeakNSwipe also plays a ding sound effect to alert the user to a potential error. The user can
replace the uncertain segment with alternatives using the UP and DOWN controls. In our
example, the user can quickly replace “a day” with “today” by tapping DOWN once. Honing in
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on uncertain words and presenting alternatives aims to help the user detect errors and minimize
edit operations (Guideline 3).
If a user wants to make an edit and does not find an appropriate alternative result, she can respeak a segment. SpeakNSwipe sends the audio file for a segment to the speech recognizers and
receives, once again, a top result and a list of alternative hypotheses. Instead of replacing the
previous segment with the new results, SpeakNSwipe combines the previous results for the
segment with the new ones, and performs its error detection segmentation algorithms for the
segment. The user is then able to choose among all recognition results from the previous and
latest recognition to avoid spirals of errors.
To illustrate how the system handles re-speaking, suppose the user in our example changed her
mind and wanted to edit her original sentence to, “Hey, will you need it by today?.” She would
navigate to the “do you need” segment, long-press CENTER to initiate audio recording, and
speak the words, “will you need.” The speech recognizer returns the following results: “willy
need,” and “will I need.” Neither is correct. SpeakNSwipe would then take the previous
recognition results for the segment—in this case, there’s just one: “did you need”—and combine
them with the new results. It then detects likely errors and segments the text yielding three new
segments: “willy | will | did,” “ you | I,” and “need.” Overall, SpeakNSwipe now presents the
user with five segments:
1. [Certain] Hey
2. [Uncertain] willy | will | did
3. [Uncertain] you | I
4. [Certain] need
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5. [Uncertain] today | it today | to day
Using the controls, the user can quickly review the segments and their alternative hypotheses to
construct her revised phrase. Note that the segmentation process allows the user to construct
phrases that were not output by the speech recognizer directly.
7.2.2. SpeakNSwipe Algorithm
As described in the previous section, the SpeakNSwipe algorithm performs two main tasks: it
detects uncertain words and then divides the output into certain and uncertain segments. The
algorithm takes as input a set of transcriptions for the recorded audio file that include a top result
and zero or more alternative results. The algorithm outputs a list of segments, where a segment
includes a sequence of one or more words, a flag indicating whether it is uncertain or not, and a
list of zero or more alternate sequences. Only uncertain segments have alternatives.
Detecting Uncertain Words
We observed that detecting uncertain words can be done with a multiple sequence alignment
(MSA) [28] of the recognition results, commonly used by biologists to compare genetic
sequences. In MSA, three or more sequences are aligned by inserting some number of gaps
between their bases. The goal is to optimize the similarity of bases across the alignment columns,
according to some similarity metric. In our application, we think of each transcription as a
sequence and each word as a base in that sequence. We use the edit distance to measure
similarity among words, since words that sound alike usually have similar spellings. Below is an
example of an alignment of the transcriptions from our example. The highlighted columns have a
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mismatch: they include at least one word that is not the same as the others in the column. The
words in these columns are the uncertain we want to detect.
Top result:

Hey,	
  

do	
   you	
   need	
   it	
  

Alternative 1:

Hey,	
  

do	
  	
   you	
   need	
   [GAP]	
   [GAP]	
   today?	
  

Alternative 2:

Hey,	
  

do	
   you	
   need	
   it	
  	
  

[GAP]	
   today?	
  

Alternative 3:

Hey,	
  

do	
   you	
   need	
   to	
  

[GAP]	
   day?	
  

a	
  

day?	
  

Unfortunately, MSA is NP-hard and the optimal algorithm has an asymptotic runtime of O(nk),
where n is the length of the longest sequence in words and k is the number of transcriptions (i.e.,
rows in the alignment). So we developed a new algorithm to produce an alignment that allows us
to detect uncertain words. This algorithm is more efficient than the optimal MSA algorithm. It
performs 2k pairwise alignments. Since each pairwise alignment runs in O(n2) time, our
algorithm runs in O(kn2) time, where n is the length of the longest sequence in words and k is the
number of sequences. We use the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [68] for all pairwise
alignments.
To produce an alignment of all transcription, our algorithm does two things. First, it merges the
transcriptions into a single sequence that includes all certain words but has placeholders for
uncertain words. We denote the placeholders with the lablel [uncertain]. The merged sequence is
computed iteratively. The algorithm performs a word-level pairwise alignment of the first two
transcriptions. It creates a merged sequence from the alignment by copying the words that match
in each column and inserting a placeholder for each column that has a mismatch or a gap. Using
our example, the algorithm begins by performing an alignment of the top result and the first
alternative result. As before, columns with mismatches or gaps are highlighted.
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Top result:

Hey,	
  

do	
   you	
   need	
   it	
  

Alternative 1:

Hey,	
  

do	
  	
   you	
   need	
   [GAP]	
   [GAP]	
   today?	
  

a	
  

day?	
  

Then the algorithm constructs a merged sequence from the pairwise alignment:
Merged 1:

Hey,	
  

do	
   you	
   need	
   [uncertain]	
   [uncertain]	
   [uncertain]	
  

Next, the algorithm performs a pairwise alignment between the current merged sequence and the
next transcription:
Merged 1:

Hey,	
  

do	
   you	
   need	
   [uncertain]	
   [uncertain]	
   [uncertain]	
  

Alternative 3:

Hey,	
  

do	
  	
   you	
   need	
   [GAP]	
  

[GAP]	
  

today?	
  

It then merges the aligned transcriptions into one sequence. In this case, the new merged
sequence is identical to the previous one:
Merged 2:

Hey,	
  

do	
   you	
   need	
   [uncertain]	
   [uncertain]	
   [uncertain]	
  

The current merged sequence is then aligned and merged with the next alternative result and this
process continues until all n transcriptions have been used to form a single merged sequence. In
our example, the final merged sequence happens to be the same as the first one:
Merged:

Hey,	
  

do	
   you	
   need	
   [uncertain]	
   [uncertain]	
   [uncertain]	
  

The second stage of the SpeakNSwipe algorithm takes the merged sequence as input and outputs
an alignment of the merged sequence and the n transcriptions. Because of the way the merged
sequence was constructed, we don’t have to perform a MSA. Instead, we can compute an
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alignment matrix of all the transcriptions by performing a pairwise alignment between each
transcription and the final merged sequence. This involves n pairwise alignments: the merged
sequence and the top result, the merged sequence and the first alternative, the merged sequence
and the second alternative, etc. When we present the results of each of these pairwise alignment,
an alignment matrix of all the sequences emerges.
Merged:

Hey,	
  

do	
   you	
   need	
   [uncertain]	
   [uncertain]	
   [uncertain]	
  

Top result:

Hey,	
  

do	
   you	
   need	
   it	
  

a	
  

day?	
  

Alternative 1:

Hey,	
  

do	
  	
   you	
   need	
   [GAP]	
  

[GAP]	
  

today?	
  

Alternative 2:

Hey,	
  

do	
   you	
   need	
   it	
  	
  

[GAP]	
  

today?	
  

Alternative 3:

Hey,	
  

do	
   you	
   need	
   to	
  

[GAP]	
  

day?	
  

Thus, we’ve constructed a multiple sequence alignment by performing 2k pairwise alignments
and k sequence merges. Now, the algorithm flags the words in each column that has
“[uncertain]” in it. These words are our uncertain words. We have thus detected all uncertain
words in the transcriptions.
Segmenting the text
After detecting uncertain words, SpeakNSwipe segments the text into certain and uncertain
segments. The segmentation algorithm takes as input the alignment matrix produced in the
previous section. The first segment begins with the first column of the alignment matrix. If the
first column is flagged as uncertain, the algorithm includes all the following columns in the
segment until it reaches a column that is not marked as uncertain. In other words, all columns in
an uncertain segment are uncertain. If the first column is not flagged as uncertain, subsequent
columns are included in the segment until the algorithm reaches (1) an uncertain column, or (2) a
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comma, period or other punctuation mark that delimits a clause. The algorithm continues to
segment the remaining columns iteratively.
In our example, the first segment is certain and includes three columns. The second and final
segment is uncertain, and includes the last three columns.	
  
Merged:

Hey,	
  

do	
   you	
   need	
  

[uncertain]	
   [uncertain]	
   [uncertain]	
  

Top result:

Hey,	
  

do	
   you	
   need	
  

it	
  

a	
  

day?	
  

Alternative 1:

Hey,	
  

do	
  	
   you	
   need	
  

[GAP]	
  

[GAP]	
  

today?	
  

Alternative 2:

Hey,	
  

do	
   you	
   need	
  

it	
  	
  

[GAP]	
  

today?	
  

Alternative 3:

Hey,	
  

do	
   you	
   need	
  

to	
  

[GAP]	
  

day?	
  

Segment 1 [certain]

Segment 2 [uncertain]

Segments that contain certain columns are tagged as certain and, by construction, have the same
words in each row. Segments that contain uncertain columns are tagged as uncertain and have at
least two different words in each column.
The runtime of the segmentation algorithm is O(kn), where n is the length of the longest
sequence in words and k is the number of results. Thus, the total runtime of the SpeakNSwipe
algorithms is O(kn2 + kn).
After the segments have been created, the user can move from one segment to the other and
iterate between the alternative results for each segment.
7.3.

Evaluation

We evaluated two variants of SpeakNSwipe against a control technique in a laboratory study.
Since there are no existing methods for editing speech input without looking at the screen, we
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wanted to observe users’ behavior and reactions to SpeakNSwipe and its features. In particular,
we were interested in the following questions:
•

How quickly and accurately can users enter text with SpeakNSwipe?

•

How effectively can users detect and correct errors with SpeakNSwipe?

•

What are users’ subjective reactions to SpeakNSwipe?

Since there is not baseline for eyes-free editing to compare SpeakNSwipe to, we designed a
control method that, like eyes-free Siri, only allows users to Respeak and entire paragraph.
7.3.1. Method
Participants.
We recruited 9 participants (4 female, 5 males) with an average age of 25 years (age range: 22 –
36). All participants had smart mobile devices: five had Android phones and four had iPhones.
Two participants spoke English with foreign accents. None of the participants used dictation on
their phones on a regular basis. Most said that it was not accurate and correcting errors took too
long. Several participants used Siri or Google Now weekly. Participants were recruited through a
university mailing list.
Procedure.
Each participant entered paragraphs with each method during one hour-long session. We
counterbalanced the order of methods for each participant using a Latin Square. Before entering
paragraphs with a method, we explain how the method works to the participant and allowed them
to complete one practice task. Then we asked participant to transcribe 5 paragraphs and compose
2 additional paragraphs. Most participants only had enough time to compose one paragraph with
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each method. Compositions allowed us to measure realistic text entry behavior, while
transcriptions allowed us to reliably measure errors since we knew what the target words were.
For transcription tasks, we chose paragraphs from the Enron Mobile email dataset [107], that
included real emails that were entered on mobile devices. The paragraphs were 4-8 sentences
long. For composition tasks, we presented participants with benign prompts, such as “Tell us
about a movie you saw recently.” We instructed participants to compose a paragraph that was 4 –
8 sentences long. For all paragraphs, we told participants to enter text “as quickly and accurately
as possible,” as is standard in text entry studies.
After participants completed their tasks, we conducted a brief interview. We asked participants
what they liked and disliked about each method. We then asked them how frustrated and
satisfied they were with each method using responses on a 7-point Likert scale. We emphasized
that we were evaluating the speech input systems as a whole rather than just the speech
recognition component, which was identical for all three methods.
Apparatus
We developed prototypes for three techniques:
•

SpeakNSwipe (SNS), as described in the Design section.

•

SpeakNSwipe-Word (SNS-Word). We included a variant of the SpeakNSwipe
technique in the study. SNS-Word used the same algorithm to identify and align
uncertain words but it segmented the text into words rather than phrases. We were
interested to see whether segmenting the text into phrases was in fact the most effective
design.
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•

Control. The control technique allowed users to speak, review, and re-speak their entire
input. This technique was based on the experience of using eyes-free Siri to compose
message.

All techniques used Google’s chromium ASR service. Participants used a Nexus 5 device.
Design and Analysis
Participants entered a total of 135 transcribed paragraphs and 36 composed paragraphs. The
mean number of words was 32.5 in the transcribed paragraphs and 60.1 in the composed
paragraphs.
We compared speed and accuracy across the three methods for transcribed and composed
paragraphs separately. We measured entry speed in words per minute (WPM) [101]. We
constructed linear mixed effects models to predict WPM as a function of the fixed effect of
method and random effects of participant and speech recognition error rate. For transcribed
paragraphs, we measured accuracy in terms of word error rate (WER), as is standard in speech
recognition literature. There was no reliable way to measure accuracy for composed paragraphs,
since participants often changed what their intended input while editing. Since the WER was not
normally distributed, we compared the WER among methods using Kruskal-Wallis tests. As is
common, Likert-scale responses were not normally distributed, so we used Kruskal-Wallis tests
to analyze those as well.
7.3.2. Results
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Entry Speed
Participants entered text faster with the Control method than with SpeakNSwipe and
SpeakNSwipe-Word while transcribing paragraphs. The difference among the three methods was
significant for transcribed phrases (F(2,115)=27.5, p < 0.001). Post-hoc tests revealed that the
differences between the Control and SpeakNSwipe (z=-5.4, p<0.001) and the Control and
SpeakNSwipe-Word were significant (z=-7.3, P<0.001), but there was no significant difference
between SpeakNSwipe and SpeakNSwipe-Word (z=-2.1, n.s.). Figure 25 shows the means and

0
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150

standard deviations of entry rates for transcribed phrases using the three methods.

Control

SpeakNSwipe

SpeakNSwipe−Word

Figure 25. Mean entry rates (in words per minute) for transcribed paragraphs with the Control,
SpeakNSwipe, and SpeakNSwipe-Word.
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Accuracy
We measured the accuracy of the speech recognizer and the accuracy of the participants’ final
edited phrases. Participants’ experience using all methods depended heavily on the accuracy of
the speech recognizer, which varied greatly. Overall, the mean speech recognizer WER for all
transcribed phrases was 7.4% (SD=11.6). Participants corrected many of the speech recognizers’
errors, so the mean error rate of all submitted transcribed paragraphs was 3.1% (SD=3.7).
Surprisingly, there was no significant difference in submitted paragraphs’ error rates across
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0.04

0.06

0.08

methods (χ2=1.87, n.s.). Figure 26 shows the mean WER for the three methods.

Control

SpeakNSwipe

SpeakNSwipe−Word

Figure 26. Word Error rate in transcribed paragraphs for the three methods used in our study.
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Subjective Experience
Most participants preferred SpeakNSwipe overall, followed by SpeakNSwipe-Word. Even
though the Control method was faster and about as accurate as the other two methods,
participants said the Control was more frustrating and less satisfying. Interestingly, people
perceived SpeakNSwipe and SpeakNSwipe-Word to be faster than the Control. They felt
SpeakNSwipe was fastest but SpeakNSwipe-Word gave them more control than SpeakNSwipe.
However, most participants did not like to gesture so many times when using SpeakNSwipeWord. Ironically, several participants noted that one advantage of using the Control was that it
motivated them to speak slowly and carefully to avoid speech recognition errors all together.
We asked participants to rate their levels of frustration and satisfaction with each method on 7point Likert scales (Figure 27 and Figure 28, respectively). On a scale of 1 to 7, where 1 was
“not frustrated” at all and 7 was “very frustrated,” participants rated the Control method 5.8 on
average (SD=1.1). Meanwhile, they rated SpeakNSwipe 2.9 (SD=0.8) and SpeakNSwipe-Word a
3.2 (SD=1.1) on average. These differences were significant (χ2=16.1, p<0.001). Participants
said they didn’t like to repeat an entire paragraph to correct several errors. In several cases, we
observed that re-speaking in the Control method introduced new speech recognition errors that
participants found very frustrating.
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Control

SpeakNSwipe

SpeakNSwipe−Word

Figure 27. Participants responses to the question, “How frustrated were you by each method?”
Responses are given on a 7-point Likert scale, where 1 is “not frustrated at all” and 7 is “very
frustrated.” Lower scores are better.

In terms of satisfaction, participants rated the Control a 2.8 on average (SD=1.8), where 1 was
“not satisfied” and 7 was “very satisfied.” In contrast, they rated SpeakNSwipe and
SpeakNSwipe-Word 5.4 (SD=0.9) and 4.7(SD=1.2), respectively. This difference was
statistically significant (χ2=10.6, p=0.005). Participants all recognized that the ability to edit
messages that were longer than one sentences was “useful.” Several said that reviewing their
input phrase by phrase was convenient, but they would like to only repeat an erroneous word
instead of an entire phrase.
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SpeakNSwipe−Word

Figure 28. Participants responses to the question, “How satisfied were you with each method?”
Responses are given on a 7-point Likert scale, where 1 is “not satisfied at all” and 7 is “very
satisfied.” Higher scores are better.

7.4.

Discussion

Overall, the study results indicated that participants had a strong preference for SpeakNSwipe
over SpeakNSwipe-word and the Control despite the fact that the Control was faster. What
caused this contradiction between the performance results and users’ comments? We describe
our observations of users’ behavior and responses throughout the studies that help to explain our
findings.
One reason participants had high entry speeds with the Control was that, in some cases,
participants submitted paragraphs without attempting to edit or correct errors to spare themselves
frustration. They reviewed the paragraphs, detected errors, but chose to submit them anyway
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because they didn’t want to Respeak the entire paragraph. Meanwhile, with SpeakNSwipe and
SpeakNSwipe-Word, participants attempted to correct errors, using more time for the
composition overall.
If participants were spending more time correcting errors with SpeakNSwipe than the Control,
why wasn’t SpeakNSwipe more accurate than the Control? Recall that there was no significant
difference in the WER among the three methods. There is no compelling explanation for this, but
we do see that there are several causes for errors that do not relate to the methods used that add
variance and cloud possible trends. In particular, we observed three causes for errors in
submitted paragraphs that occurred with all three conditions.
First, the error rate of the speech recognizer varied greatly. Nearly 30 percent of submitted
paragraphs didn’t have any recognition errors, making our sample small and highly variable.
Second, sometimes participants did not detect errors in a sentence or paragraph, especially when
SpeakNSwipe did not verbally highlight it. For example, when P1 reviewed a paragraph, the
speech recognizer said “hand it” instead of “handed.” P1 did not seem to detect this error and
submitted the paragraph without attempting to correct it.
Lastly, in some cases participants were not able to correct an error. After several attempts to
respeak, a participants could not get the speech recognizer to output the correct word. Since we
did not allow participants to use another modality, they submitted the incorrect word and moved
on. For example, this happened to several participants with the name “Irena,” which appeared in
one of the paragraphs from the Enron email dataset. We could have avoided this problem by
choosing paragraphs from the datasets that did not have uncommon proper nouns, but we wanted
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to make the experiment as realistic as possible and observe situations with out-of-vocabulary
words.
7.5.

Evaluating Speech Input Methods

We believe that we need better study methodology to avoid situations in which the performance
results don’t reflect users’ experience and subjective responses. In particular, we make the
following recommendations for conducting studies with speech input.
To ensure that participants don’t “give up” and produce artificially fast entry rates, researchers
should instruct participants to “enter text as accurately as possible.” This differs from standard
text entry studies where participants are instructed to enter text as “quickly and accurately as
possible.” Researchers can provide a monetary incentive for participants to follow these
instructions with a compensation scheme where participants receive less money with every error
they submit (this is common in psychology studies)
Researchers should control the error rate of the speech recognizer. This will reduce unwanted
variance and help researchers focus on editing behavior. Controlling the speech recognizer error
rate is an open problem. One approach is to build a Wizard of Oz system that allows a fast typist
to input text with a system that introduces errors to that text at a certain probability.
We believe that studies of text entry performance will benefit from an error measure that better
reflect human perception. WER is coarse: if a word has one incorrect character or the word is not
present at all, the WER is the same. Also, errors in different words in the sentence carry the same
weight. For example, consider the sentences: (1) “put that in the drawer,” (2) “put that on the
drawer,” and (3) “put that in the dryer.” Sentences (1) and (2) have the same WER as sentences
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(1) and (3). However, sentences (1) and (2) are much more similar semantically than sentences
(1) and (3). A user may choose to not correct the error in sentence (2) but would probably need
to correct the error in sentence (3) to avoid confusion. A good error measure should reflect this
difference in perception and resulting behavior.
7.6.

Design Improvements

We have developed SpeakNSwipe, an eyes-free dictation method that interfaces with a
commercial speech recognizer. SpeakNSwipe is the first method that enables people to edit
speech recognition output in an eyes-free manner. Its designed to facilitate detection and
correction of speech recognition errors and editing of phrases. We evaluated SpeakNSwipe
against two methods: a SpeakNSwipe variant that we call SpeakNSwipe-Word and a Control
method. Although participants entered text faster with the Control, they unanimously preferred
SpeakNSwipe, finding it more satisfying and less frustrating.
Observing and interviewing our participants lead us to several direction for improving
SpeakNSwipe. Participants felt that it would be useful to include features from the Control in
SpeakNSwipe. In some cases, they wanted to hear the entire paragraph and Respeak the whole
thing. Participants also wanted an efficient method to delete single words. Often the speech
recognizer inserted unwanted words from unintentional utterances (e.g., “uh”). In the current
version of the system, participants had to respeak the phrase containing the unwanted utterance
to remove it. However, participants wanted a “delete” operation that was similar to using a
keyboard. Finally, we observed that our simple phrase segmentation heuristic caused some
confusion when it failed to segment phrases properly. Participants like the idea of splitting a
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paragraph into phrases, but wanted them to be more natural. In the future, we will investigate the
possibility of using a parse [93] to segment text.
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Chapter 8.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, I discuss the over-arching design principles and the lessons learned from
conducting the work that was presented in this dissertation. I then conclude with directions for
future research on the individual projects presented here and general work on eyes-free input on
mobile devices.
8.1.

Design Principles

Speed, accuracy, and learnability. In all of our inventions, we prioritized speed of entry,
followed by accuracy, and lastly, the learnability of the technique. All of these common
attributes are important, but we prioritized speed because current access technologies generally
take so much longer to use than mainstream approaches. Accuracy was also important, although
we observed that people had a relatively high tolerance for errors in many of their mobile
communications (e.g., text messages). Learnability, or the ease in which one can learn a new
technique, was also important because the easier it is to learn a technique, the more likely users
will be to adopt it. There are trade-offs among the three attributes: faster input is usually less
accurate, and users may be willing to put more effort into learning a technique that will be much
faster than what they currently use.
Enabling universal access. We aimed to design techniques that were usable by both blind and
sighted people. We compared the performance of blind and sighted users when evaluating
DigiTaps and found that their performance was comparable (see Chapter 5). In Perkinput, we
used the Braille encoding which gives blind people an advantage because they are more likely to
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know Braille. However, once a sighted person learns the encoding, there is no reason their
performance would differ from a blind person’s performance.
Using mainstream devices. A fundamental aspect of universal access is enabling people with
disabilities to use mainstream devices. We designed all of our techniques so that they require
only a multi-touch screen for input and speech and vibration capabilities for output.
SpeakNSwipe can also be used on devices with no screen and only five buttons. During the time
our work was conducted, these components were available on popular mainstream mobile
devices.
No soft keys. The prevailing metaphor for touchscreen interaction is soft keys [66]. However,
since soft keys have no tactile delineation, users must heavily rely on their vision to activate
them. VoiceOver and TalkBack add an accessible “layer” over soft keys that make them
somewhat accessible but this form of accessible interaction is much slower than using soft keys
visually, as was originally intended. We designed our techniques in ways that did not use soft
keys and did not rely on vision. Input Finger Detection in Perkinput and PassChords, simple
multi-touch taps in DigiTaps, and simple directional swipes in SpeakNSwipe do not rely on a
user’s vision.
8.2.

Lessons Learned

Effective feedback is critical. As we prototyped and iterated on the design of our techniques,
we learned that it was critical to design effective feedback methods. Without prompt audio or
vibration feedback from the device, people had difficulty interacting with a touchscreen with no
visual feedback. Conversely, we were surprised that vibration feedback on its own was effective
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for multi-touch input, without any audio or visual feedback. Participants were able to enter
information with DigiTaps and PassChords relatively quickly and they were even able to discern
and correct errors. To produce effective audio or vibration feedback, we found that it was
important to produce a short sound or “buzz” promptly after input was registered. Lengthening
or delaying a “click” sound or vibration slowed people down because they waited for the
complete feedback before entering the next input.
Participant demographics matter. We showed the techniques we invented to many different
people throughout the course of their development and observed a wide range of learning and
performance abilities. A 22-year-old research assistant mastered Perkinput in 15 minutes while a
retired 62-year-old with little touchscreen experience struggled with the technique after several
half-hour sessions. Most of the users who participated in the Perkinput study were similar to this
latter user: their average age was 55 and all had little to no experience with touchscreens. Young
and tech-savvy people simply didn’t have the time or desire to participate in a longitudinal study
at the University of Washington campus. This lead to entry rates that were surprisingly low
compared with those we saw in our formative studies with younger and more tech-savvy people.
When evaluating PassChords, we conducted a one-session study at the Department of Services
for the Blind, where we found participants who had a wider age range and more experience with
technology. In fact, we required that people use a smartphone on a daily basis to be included in
the study. This lead to faster entry speeds than those in our Perkinput study. If we had conducted
the Perkinput study with participants from the PassChords study, we would have gotten much
higher entry rates.
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Because we’ve seen how much performance can vary depending on participants’ demographics
and experience, we believe that the absolute numbers attained from studies are not representative
of the entire population. Rather, we think the most important information to consider in a study
are (1) the comparative performance of a new technique and an appropriate baseline, (2) the
subjective experiences of participants, and (3) the background and demographics of the
participants.
It is important to incentivize participants to do well in a study. We slightly varied the
methodology of the studies described in this dissertation and found that small changes can affect
participants’ level of engagement and performance. In the Perkinput study, we asked participants
to enter phrases for a set amount of time with each method. We didn’t give them any feedback
about how well they were doing. Most participants seemed incredibly bored, entering text
slowly, trying to keep their focus. By contrast, in the DigiTaps study, we asked participants to
enter set number of inputs for each method. At the end of each set, we told them what their speed
and accuracy was. Participants found this study very engaging. They were eager to hear how
well they performed and wanted to improve their measures. We believe that the tweaks in the
study methodology resulted in a much better (and less painful) study for everyone involved. It
also resulted in more realistic results, since people are generally engaged in their text entry task
and eager to complete it quickly.
8.3.

Future Work

8.3.1. Gestures-Based Methods
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We have presented three gesture-based input methods: Perkinput, DigiTaps, and PassChords.
Among these three, Perkinput promises to have the most impact on the daily experiences of blind
people using mobile devices. As such, we have many ideas for future research to improve and
study Perkinput.
First, we would like to deploy Perkinput and study users’ performance in the wild. We expect
that performance in real-life settings, where users compose rather than transcribe text, will be
faster than that in our lab study. People will have a stronger incentive to enter text quickly and
will accumulate more hours of practice over time. After we collect input data from dozens of
participants, we plan to run simulations on this data to try and improve the Input Finger
Detection (IFD) algorithms. Perhaps a more complex model of the hand is needed to reduce
errors, or perhaps a simpler algorithm will produce similar results to the current version of IFD.
Even if we improve the IFD algorithms, there will still be errors in users’ input streams. So we
plan to incorporate an “auto-correct” feature that uses a language model that will correct errors
after the user has entered one or more words in a message.
We also plan to experiment with the feedback the Perkinput system gives the user. Currently,
Perkinput plays a “click” sound for the first input and speaks the character entered after the
second input for each character. Many blind expert typists prefer to receive verbal feedback after
entering each word, not each character. When the user enters a space, Perkinput can optionally
read the previous word. Furthermore, Perkinput can provide more informative non-verbal
feedback after each input. Instead of playing the same “click” sound for each tap, Perkinput can
play different musical chords for various inputs. We believe this will help the user detect errors
quickly and early.
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Finally, all participants requested support for Grade 2 Braille in Perkinput. In Grade 2 Braille,
several characters that frequently occur together are represented by a single special character. It
would be interesting to see how using contractions affects users’ entry speeds and accuracy.
In addition to Perkinput, we would also like to deploy PassChords and DigiTaps. We believe that
PassChords in particular has broad appeal to both blind and sighted people. It would be
interesting to compute the guessing entropy for PassChords from a larger set of users who create
real passwords. In DigiTaps, we could experiment with different feedback mechanisms as we
would with Perkinput. We could try to incorporate DigiTaps into existing QWERTY keyboards for
both blind or sighted users. Currently, users have to switch to a different keyboard mode to
access digits and other symbols. Instead, users can enter numbers with DigiTaps gestures
elsewhere on the screen while staying in same keyboard mode.
8.3.2. Speech-Based Methods
SpeakNSwipe was the first Eyes-Free Dictation method and it only scratches the surface of the
many possibilities for innovations in this space. In addition to the design improvements we
outlined in the end of Chapter 7, our work opened many directions for future research.
One promising direction for improving SpeakNSwipe involves integrating it with a speech
recognizer. While there are some advantages to treating the speech recognizer as a black box, we
may be able to produce better recognition results by giving the recognizer information about the
user’s interaction with system. As the user moves through phrases in SpeakNSwipe, she makes
corrections. We will build a system that will inform the speech recognizer which phrases were
corrected (i.e., which phrases were not recognized correctly initially), so that the speech
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recognizer can update its probabilistic model of what the user had said. The text in the remainder
of the user’s text can then be updated according to the revised model before the user proceeds to
review it.
Other general directions for eyes-free dictation include improving speech recognition in itself by
incorporating user interaction. For example, we found that people find it difficult to speak
punctuation marks while dictating text. There has been some work on segmenting speech to infer
punctuation marks [87], but not in an interactive, realtime system. We would like to build a
system that used techniques developed by speech researchers, but incorporate user interaction to
resolve uncertainty.
8.3.3. Input on Mobile Devices for People with Low-Vision
Our work has focused on enabling access to people who have little to no functional vision, so the
techniques we studied and invented had no visual output. However, most people with a vision
impairments have some functional vision; only fewer than 10 percent of visually impaired people
have no functional vision [103]. Moreover, the number of people experiencing some vision loss
is projected to grow over the next few years, as the population of older adults increases. Vision
loss is common among people who are 65 and older. Thus, one important direction for future
work on accessible input on mobile devices involves technology for people with low-vision.
People who have some functional vision can potentially use their vision to access technology
more effectively with techniques that are designed for people with various vision abilities.
Despite the compelling need, so far there has been no known work on mobile device access for
people with low-vision [10]. We plan to explore this area in the future.
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8.4.

Conclusion

In this dissertation, we sought to support the following thesis statement:
Gesture-based input methods that use simple multi-touch taps, and speech-based
input methods that facilitate error detection and correction, can both enable blind
people to enter text more effectively on touchscreens than the de facto standard
methods.
We have described three gesture-based methods with simple, multi-touch taps: Perkinput,
PassChords, and DigiTaps. We compared Perkinput and PassChords to VoiceOver input in
laboratory studies with blind participants. Perkinput and PassChords were both faster than
VoiceOver, and Perkinput was more accurate than VoiceOver, the de facto standard. On the
other hand, there was no appropriate de facto standard to compare to DigiTaps, since DigiTaps
was the only method that enabled eyes-free input with minimal-audio feedback. However, PIN
entry rates in the PassChords study suggest that DigiTaps is faster than the VoiceOver number
pad.
We presented the speech-based input method SpeakNSwipe and evaluated it with sighted
participants. We believe eyes-free dictation is important for enabling a variety of tasks on many
new wearable and mobile devices with little or no screens, so we did not want to evaluate
SpeakNSwipe with only blind people. Participants in our SpeakNSwipe study had no visual
feedback, however, so there is no reason to believe that performance among blind people would
differ. Since SpeakNSwipe is the first eyes-free dictation method, there was no appropriate
standard to compare it to in our study.
While our thesis focuses on blind people, we believe that the work presented here introduces
ideas that will improve access to technology for a wide range of people, with and without
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disabilities. As the landscape of computing devices continues to involve, people use different
devices in various situations, affecting their abilities to interact with the device and the world
around them. Enabling eyes-free input is an important step in expanding the opportunities of
technology to enhance everyone’s lives.
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